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SECTION 1 
 
 
 
Strategy and Policy 
 
 
 

 
Location and extent of Alexandra Park 

 
 
 
Alexandra Park stretches from Bethune Way in the south to Old Roar Gill in 
the north, some 3 kilometres, alongside St. Helens Road. It also reaches out to 
Bohemia and Silverhill in the west 
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Executive summary: 
 
Alexandra Park is a fantastic resource, hugely valued by the community; the Council, 
supported by community groups has the privilege to look after this “jewel in our 
crown”. 
 
This Management and Development Plan seeks to ensure the quality of 
maintenance is upheld and continual improvements are delivered. It should be read 
in conjunction with the Conservation and Restoration Plan which sets the context for 
restoration and ongoing aims and objectives, subject to funding.  
 
The Park is large and diverse; its significance varies by area and it faces some 
interesting challenges in terms of use. The Park is now key in the provision of 
cleaner bathing water for the town with an extensive new natural filtration scheme 
throughout the waterways. It also provides perhaps less obvious environmental 
benefits, such as flood mitigation; all of which have to be managed together. 
 
Fundamentally the plan seeks to ensure that management achieves the required 
standards of maintenance; that effective repairs are made and that materials utilised 
are sympathetic to the park’s heritage. The plan will highlight the essential details 
such as choice of plants, furniture, types of surfacing, paint colours, signage etc. to 
achieve this aim.  
 
 
 
Foreword from the Lead Member of Parks – Councillor Warren Davies: 

Not only are Alexandra Park and St Leonards Gardens two of our town’s most 
valuable historic parks, both are at the very heart of the community.  They play a vital 
role in helping improve the quality of people’s lives, provide a quality environment for 
residents and visitors and provide a focus for cultural and community activities 
throughout the year. 

The current management plans came to an end in 2016.  Whilst we have refreshed 
the current management for 2016/17, we will be revising and publishing a new ten 
year plan in 2017. 

Our plans demonstrate the Council’s commitment to maintaining our parks to provide 
a wide range of horticultural, arboricultural and wildlife interest, and recreational and 
play facilities to meet the need of the local community and visitors.    

We will continue to strengthen our relationship with our Grounds Maintenance 
Contractor, idverde, together with all the community groups who help support 
environmental and sustainable management of the parks. 

Both Alexandra Park and St Leonards Gardens have been successful in retaining 
the prestigious Green Flag awards, Alexandra Park having been first given the 
award in 2005 followed by St Leonards Gardens in 2009. We are proud to be 
recipients of the Green Flag as the award is valued and recognised as the 
benchmark national standard for publicly accessible parks and green spaces 
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1.0 Introduction: 
 
1.1 Background to the plan 
 

The importance of Parks & Open Spaces in an urban environment was 
recognised by the Victorians in the late 19th Century; this is as true of 
Alexandra Park as anywhere else.  The motivation for landscaping Alexandra 
Park was primarily to encourage housing development as part of the 
expansion of the town.  
Public parks were created to enhance the health and wellbeing of the 
population and to give opportunities to socialise, thus enhancing the 
community spirit. It is perhaps not so surprising that today the value of Parks 
are recognised for those self-same reasons.  Despite this importance 
Alexandra Park, like so many others, had been allowed to decline during the 
1980/90’s. 

 
In 1997 an application was made to the Heritage Lottery Fund to restore 
Alexandra Park.  The bid (project cost £3.46m) was successful and work 
commenced in 1999.  The project was completed in 2005. 
 
The full details of the restoration works can be found in Appendix A 
‘Conservation and Restoration Plan'. 
 

1.2 Purpose of the plan: 
 
The vision for this plan is to protect and further enhance the park and 
conserve its heritage significance.  

 
Specifically: 

 
• The plan recognises the historic landscape significance, defined in the 

conservation plan and aims to ensure that future management 
compliments/further protects this. 

• The plan will ensure continuity of approach and ensure that its design, 
materials and landscape remain consistent with conservation plan 
prescriptions.  

• The plan is a working document, acting as a reference for future 
management. 

• The plan is a fluid document that will be reviewed annually to include new 
information and amended management. 

 
The plan will provide policies for management and a maintenance schedule 
which will be summarised at the end of the document. 
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1.3  The Green Flag Standard 
 

The Green Flag and Green Heritage Award was achieved for the Park  in 
2006 and  continues to set the standard for future management. The criteria 
for the Green Flag Award aligns with the Council’s Parks and Open Spaces 
Strategy (adopted Quality Standard) which forms the basis for our future 
management.  

 
Green Flag Judge’s recommendations have been considered as part of the 
annual review of this plan and are presented separately pending incorporation 
into this plan. See Section 5 
 

1.4 Generic Management policies for the town’s parks: 
 

• wider and better access for all and improved community cohesion 
 

• enhancing existing greenspace rather than providing more 
 

• providing a safe network of green links between the strategic 
greenspaces 

 
• providing safer access to and within the park 

 
• providing better promotion in support of the Town’s regeneration and 

tourism 
 

• commitment to maintaining the restored features and zero  
tolerance of  anti-social behaviour, such as graffiti 

 
• promotion of bio-diversity and people’s understanding of it 

 
• helping the community towards a healthier lifestyle 

 
• to strive for more sustainable management techniques and focus on the 

environmental agenda, (such as climate change). 
 
• To further affective marketing of Alexandra Park to attract and inform 

users 
 

These top line objectives are underpinned by detailed policies and are 
referenced in Appendix c.  Policies for the sustained management of the park, 
post restoration, are outlined later in this plan.   
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1.5 Summary Statement:- Alexandra Park - aims and objectives: 
 

The aim of management is to ensure that the Victorian character and overall 
landscape quality established during the restoration are retained and further 
enhanced.  The Plan demonstrates how Alexandra Park already contributes 
to the Council’s corporate objectives and provides the basis to further 
increase the value of the Park to the community by: 

 
• Ensuring easy access to all 
• Providing good signage/information 
• Improving educational activities 
• Controlling unacceptable behaviour 
• Making the Park safe and clean 

 
Our objectives are: 

 
• Maintain a high standard horticultural practice. 
 
• Continue involving the community in decisions about the  

ongoing management of the Park. 
 
• Maintain all restored structures in good state of  

Internal/external repair. 
 
• Ensure all vandalism/graffiti is dealt with quickly. 
 
• To make the Park a safe and enjoyable place to be. 
 
• To promote the Park through stronger marketing and  

information. 
 
• Conserving historic layout, character and features 

 
• To enhance marketing of the park 

 
1.6 About the Park: 
 

The park was set out during the mid-19th Century by the notable 
horticulturalist and designer Robert Marnock (1800 – 1889), 
who also designed the gardens for The Royal Botanic Society in Regent’s 
Park, and the grand Dunorlan Park in nearby Royal Tunbridge Wells. (See 
appendix a ‘Conservation and Restoration Plan sec 2.2 p.17), 
 
 
 Alexandra Park is a linear park stretching nearly 3 kilometres end to end and 
covering approximately 44 hectares.  It is centrally located within the town 
giving access to 66% of the Town’s population within a 2.5 kilometres radius 
of the Park.  
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The Park is incredibly diverse, ranging from formal areas 
nearer to the town centre, to natural landscapes of ancient woodland, gill 
streams and water areas in the more northern parts. Its linear nature also 
creates substantial green links between the town centre and a number of 
communities on the northern fringes of the town.  

 

 
 
1.7  Management prescriptions –Significance and Core Aims: 
 

• Lower/Upper Park: to maintain the Park to Marnock’s original design but 
retaining early 20th. Century additions such as the buildings; and to ensure 
that the park is a high quality recreational space while providing for a wide 
range of community needs. 

• Shornden Wood: to retain Marnock’s design based on the natural 
landscape in an open woodland, natural setting. To retain vistas and 
encourage nature conservation, whilst also providing a good recreational 
space. 

• Coronation Wood/Old Roar Gill: to provide improved access, whilst 
protecting the important flora and fauna and the unique habitat of the 
ancient woodland gill. The site will be managed in accordance with its 
Local Nature Reserve status and associated management plan.  
 

The Parks and Open Spaces Manager is responsible for the overall management of 
Alexandra Park. The responsible officers work as a team to ensure a strategic and 
cohesive approach to all aspects of the park’s management; all of whom adopt this 
plan as a guide to future management.  
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The Management Plan for Alexandra Park can be found on the corporate Website: 
 
https://www.hastings.gov.uk/parks_gardens_allotments/parkmanagement/parksman
agementplans/

https://www.hastings.gov.uk/parks_gardens_allotments/parkmanagement/parksmanagementplans/
https://www.hastings.gov.uk/parks_gardens_allotments/parkmanagement/parksmanagementplans/
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1.8 Organisational Structure of Hastings BC 

 

Environment and 
Natural Resources 

Manager 

Arboricultural 
Officer   

Parks and Open 
Spaces Manager  

 

Senior Contract 
Officer 

Landscape 
Technician 

 

 
Asset Maintenance 

Officer 

Ranger Service 
x3 Park Rangers 

Administration 
Officer  
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SECTION 2 
 
 
 
 
Community Involvement and Marketing  
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Celebrating the Park’s 150th anniversary 14/06/14  
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2014 L-R Leader of the Council Cllr Jeremy Birch; Cllr Dawn Poole; Anne Scott of The Old Town 
History House, the Mayor of Hastings and Nick Hennessey HBC Park Ranger  planting 150th 
anniversary tree in the park. 
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2.1  Ensuring good access for all 
 

The Town has a growing population of people from varying ethnic 
groups, currently 4%.  The Council’s equalities policy aims to ensure 
fair and equal access to all Council Services. 

 
The Council promotes community cohesion providing opportunities for 
all Community groups to utilise Open Space. 
  
The Park is fully inclusive, offering free access opportunities for the 
whole community.  It offers members of the community a chance to join 
together and interact in a positive and enjoyable way. 
 
The Council reached level 3 of the Equality Standard in 2010/11. Much 
of Alexandra Park is accessible, (although full accessibility for wheel 
chair users and those with mobility impairment may not be possible due 
to the topography of the site.  

 
2.1.1 Getting to the Park (Public Transport): 
 

Being centrally located within the Borough of Hastings, Alexandra Park 
is within one mile of an estimated 56,000 people, 66% of the town’s 
population.  
 
Reaching the park on foot is therefore achievable by many people; the 
linear nature of the park means it links many communities and draws 
people towards the main shopping area at its southern extremity. 
Increased awareness of the Park and the pedestrian links to it will 
encourage more people to access/use the Park in this way. 

 
Cycling to the park and all council buildings is encouraged. The 
‘Greenway’ route at the southern end of the park links Bethune way to 
the Town Centre. The Council’s Walking and Cycling strategy places 
the park firmly between suggested routes 2 and 3 – see following link: 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan
/evidence_base/pdfs/information/hastings_A4_cycling_strategy.pdf 
 
Public transport in the form of a bus service, no 26A serves the eastern 
border of Alexandra Park along St Helens Road.  Buses link Hastings 
Railway Station with Alexandra Park. Promoting the links between bus 
and train will help community access while opening up possibilities for 
more visitors to access the many attractions the Park provides. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/hastings_A4_cycling_strategy.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/hastings_A4_cycling_strategy.pdf
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The Park is situated with good public transport links from the town centre 
 
 

The park is situated within 500 metres of the main railway station. The Station 
Plaza plan, including the Hastings College, links the railway station to the park 
via a section of the ‘Greenway’.  

 
2.1.2 Car Parking and provision for people with disabilities: 

• Free car parking is available in Dordrecht Way and Lower Park 
Road, which also allows for disabled access into the park.   

• The Tennis Pavilion and Café are within easy reach with disabled 
toilet facilities available.   

• Off road parking is available (day time only) at Harmer’s Lane, this 
allows easy access to upper park areas, including Harmer’s 
Reservoir for fishing.   

• Further parking is available in St Helens Road north of Dordrecht 
Way.  

• Limited parking for blue badge holders is provided (by arrangement) 
within the park by the Queens Lodge.   

• The Council allows access for minibuses into the park, (by 
arrangement) in order to assist people with mobility difficulties. 

• Safe road crossing points are available in St Helens Road and 
Bethune Way, linking adjacent residential areas and pedestrian 
routes.  
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2.1.3 Access into and within the Park: 
 

Good access is one of Alexandra Park’s key strengths. Although some 
ramps into the park are steeper than the recommended 12:1 gradient, 
many accessible entrances exist. Where full DDA compliance cannot 
be achieved, then the least most restrictive option is provided. The 
Disability Reference Group was consulted prior to access changes 
being implemented. 
 
For users with restricted mobility there are several access points which 
lend themselves to easier access; the map below details these. 
 

 
 
In general, the path network throughout the park is sound and 
appropriate to its purpose.  We have introduced stricter vehicular 
control and designated vehicle routes for authorised traffic to further 
improve the safety and usability of the path network. Least restrictive 
access improvements have been made to the Bowls Green and the 
pavilion, additionally in 2009 provision was made for disabled anglers. 
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2.1.4 Limiting vehicular movements in the Lower Park: 
  

Excessive vehicle use of the Park has in the past caused damage to 
paths, not designed for heavier use and also damage to adjoining 
grass areas. Controls have been introduced to limit numbers of 
vehicles (including contractors) and the route they can take when using 
the Park.  These will include: 

 
• Designated vehicle route with one way direction and speed limit 
 
• Bollards to prevent access to any pedestrian route 
 
• Strategically placed obstacles to prevent damage to grass areas. 
 
• Use of less intrusive maintenance vehicles and equipment 

 
 
2.1.5 Cycling in the Park: 
 

Following the 2014 update to HBC’s Cycling and Walking Strategy, the 
proposal to allow cycling within the park will now proceed - enabling 
works are to be implemented throughout 2017 to facilitate this new 
direction. 
 

 
2.1.6 Disability Discrimination Act – DDA/Disability Equalities Duty 
 

An audit of the Park’s buildings was carried out (winter 2004/5) and 
necessary access improvements were made during 2005/06; Further 
necessary improvements were carried out in 2015 to buildings in the 
Lower Park. 
 
The Council has produced its principal Equalities Scheme and monitors 
this through the Equalities Steering Group.  A key element of the duty 
requires us to involve disabled people when formulating policy and 
determining actions. For further details regarding the scheme, please 
follow link: 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/my_council/transparency/equalities/#ses 

  

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/my_council/transparency/equalities/%23ses
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2.2 Community cohesion – “Sense of Place” 

  
The Park offers opportunities to relax, walk the dog, take children to the 
playground, have a picnic with friends or participate in sport.  In 
particular it acts as a major catalyst in bringing communities together. A 
variety of events/activities will be organised, to cater for varied tastes 
and aiming to attract those who might otherwise not use the Park. (ref 
point: Ethnic Communities and Green Spaces – 2005 ODPM 
publication) 
 
 
  

 
  
Community event at the bandstand  
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Examples of Community prodeced art in the Park  
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2.2.1 The Friends of Alexandra Park 
 

 
The Friends were set up by the Council as a consultative group involving 
a cross section of the community.  The group initially supported by 
Hastings Borough Council has gone from strength to strength, currently 
with 35 active members meeting every 6 weeks..  They are now fully 
constituted and have been successful in attracting funding for several 
projects.  Their involvement, during the project was to influence the way 
elements of the project were delivered and being kept updated on 
progress. Their role has evolved to one of supporting and influencing the 
sustainable management of the Park, indicated below: Supported by the 
Council the group will be encouraged to review its structure in 
approaching the following key aims:  
 
• Undertake fund raising for key projects in conjunction with the 

Council and other partners 
• Ensuring the future of the restored park is sustained 
• Encouraging activities that promote/improve the park 
• Promotion of interpretational and educational activities – (Tree walk 

and labelling 2010 & 2012) 
• Overseeing the care of the tree collection and seeking to expand 

the range of trees planted 
 
 

The terms of reference for the group are to represent the community and 
work with the Council in sustaining, developing and promoting the future 
management of the Park. The Friends are considered a valuable 
example of community participation and are to be encouraged to engage 
as fully as possible in the Park’s future.  
 
Contact is at present through the Park Rangers at 
rangers@hastings.gov.uk The group can also be contacted via their 
Facebook site https://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-Alexandra-Park-
Hastings-631817996974481/ 

  

mailto:rangers@hastings.gov.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-Alexandra-Park-Hastings-631817996974481/
https://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-Alexandra-Park-Hastings-631817996974481/
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2.2.2 The Alexandra Park Greenhouse Group 
 

  
 

The Alexandra Park Greenhouse Group was formed in 2013 with 
the aim of restoring the historic 1930s greenhouse and establish it once 
again as a community resource. For many years Hastings Borough 
Council used the greenhouse to propagate bedding plants for local 
parks and displays. It was then developed as a popular and fondly 
remembered 'Pets' Corner' which closed in the 1980s when the 
greenhouse fell into disrepair.  
 

 
 
Extensive campaigning and fundraising events have included plant 
sales, a talk delivered by Fergus Garret, many children’s gardening 
workshops, Open days, art events, donations from local business, 
support from HBC and volunteer working parties. The Group recently 
saw the completion of Phase 1 of the restoration and have moved into 
Phase 2 with a complete temporary roof structure. Full details can be 
found on the group’s website http://www.greenhousealexpark.com/  
Twitter account @AP_Greenhouse 
And Facebook page www.facebook.com/alexandraparkgreenhouse/ 
 
 

  

http://www.greenhousealexpark.com/
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2.2.3 Customer Care 
 

Hastings Borough Council utilises Firmstep Customer Services module 
to record and monitor public and officer enquiries.  Targets are set for 
dealing with each element/enquiry type and monitored through Confirm 
to ensure responses are given within prescribed targets. Incoming 
enquiries/complaints are monitored through this system and any 
associated correspondence and photos can be linked to the 
enquiry. Once the enquiry is generated, if applicable to the grounds 
maintenance contract, the report is emailed to idverde (the GM 
contractor) as a work request/instruction.  
 
As the contractor also has access to Firmstep, they sign off the report 
as complete when the works have been undertaken. All other reports 
generated are distributed to the relevant officer. As a last resort, the 
formal complaints procedure can be adopted for unresolved issues. 

 
  

The Bowls club user groups are in place for outside sports provision to 
discuss service related issues, there is a pre and post season meeting 
held with HBC representatives and the GM Contractor 
 
The Friends of Alexandra Park act as a consultative body for Park 
specific issues. 

  
2.2.4 Cultural Heritage 

 
For many, the history of the town and the community in which they live 
formed the early foundation of today’s society; as such people gain 
comfort and stability from it and yearn to increase their knowledge and 
understanding of it. The history of Alexandra Park has roused much 
interest; a visit to the park is all the more enriched, with this in mind. 
 
The town’s War Memorial is a great example of this; its recent 
restoration reinforced its value to the local community. The Grade II 
listed monument was restored to its original design, while incorporating 
the names of servicemen who lost their lives in the Second World War. 
Its environs were re-designed to facilitate the increasing numbers that 
attend the Remembrance Sunday service. An interpretational panel 
was also added to raise the significance of the memorial and explain its 
interesting history  
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Before restoration 

 

 
After restoration 

 
The War memorial was designed by Margaret Winser, a pupil of Rodin 
and was unveiled in 1922, commemorating all those who gave their 
lives during the Great War. Names of those who lost their lives during 
the Second World War were added in 1994.  A feasibility study was 
carried out to inform the restoration and re-landscape of the site. 
Elements of the project included restoring the memorial to its former 
glory, finding a better way to display the memorial plaques and to better 
facilitate the Remembrance Sunday service. 
Restoration work costing £120,000 was completed in March 2010 and 
a re-dedication ceremony (corresponding to the original dedication 
anniversary) took place on 27th. March 2010. 
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Rededication ceremony 27th. March 2010 
 
It is important that the cultural heritage of the Park is recognised by the 
community as well, whether through historic events associated with the 
Park or through more personal experiences.  HBC will organise a 
programme of events promoting the arts and music; this should be 
considered in order to suit a range of tastes/needs.  We should not lose 
the opportunity to admire and preserve artistic talent. 

 
The Character of the park is dealt with in detail in the Conservation and 
Restoration Plan (Appendix a). 
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2.3 Improving Educational and Healthy Activity 
 
2.3.1 Education 
 
Schools often organise field trips to support children’s development and 
education.  The new National Curriculum includes “Education for Sustainable 
Development” (ESD).  A key aim within this is to promote awareness, 
understanding and respect for the environment in which we live.  It also sets 
out to secure commitment towards sustainable development at a personal, 
local, national and global level. 
 
Alexandra Park can offer huge opportunities in helping children understand 
both the natural and landscaped environment and the importance of 
protecting if for future generations. The Ranger service will facilitate 
interpretive walks both in the Park and the Local Nature Reserve. A Forest 
Schools project has been set up in the Shornden area of the park. 
 
The Conservation Volunteers deliver regular ‘health walks’ for an hour every 
Wednesday at midday, and a ‘Mindfulness Walk’ every 2nd and 4th Monday of 
the Month meeting at the Alexandra Park Café at 1.00pm 

 
https://www.walkingforhealth.org.uk/walkfinder/east-sussex-health-
walks 
 

 
 

 
Parrotia Persica one of many fine specimens in the Park 
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2.3.2  Interpretation and information: 
 

Ensure users are well informed about various aspects of the Park. 
Good information systems ensure users get the most from their visit, 
whether it is daily, weekly or monthly.  The information includes: 
 

 
• Welcoming entrance signage, including map of the site showing  

main features/activities and where to get extra information.  
• Secondary signage to be provided in key locations such as the 

playground are to be provided.  Finger posts indicating direction and 
distance of amenities were also provided through the original 
restoration. 

 
• Universal design is used to ensure everyone has good access to 

the information. 
 

• Information point in the Bowling Green shelter, including general  
information, Friends of the Park, community information and  
Park Rangers board for interpretative/educational activity. These 
are regularly updated by the Ranger Service and the Friends of the 
Park. 
 

• Website with links to other relevant websites/activities 
 

  
 
2.3.3 Events 
 
 Management of Events: 
 

Events in Alexandra Park are managed by the Bookings and Events 
Officer.  All events are subject to the Council’s licence supervised by 
the Licensing and Health and Safety teams and co-ordinated through 
the Council’s marketing team.  An events booking pack is sent out 
which highlights all the key issues for organisers.  A Premises License 
has been obtained by the Council, under the Licensing Act 2003, for 
the area south of Dordrecht Way. This allows a restricted number of 
musical events with amplified music and the sale of alcohol at some 
events. The following links relate to the required processes: 
 

Application for hire of HBC land: 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Terms_and_condit
ions_for_hire_of_Hastings_Borough_Council_land.pdf 
 

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Terms_and_conditions_for_hire_of_Hastings_Borough_Council_land.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Terms_and_conditions_for_hire_of_Hastings_Borough_Council_land.pdf
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Events application form: 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Request_to_hold_
an_event_form.pdf 
 
Link to Licensing application - HBC website:  
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/licensing/premises/ 
 
Application for premises licence: 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guida
nce/Application_for_a_Premises_Licence_(.pdf_21KB).pdf 
 
 
Application for Consent of individual to being specified as premises supervisor:  
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guida
nce/Consent_of_individual_to_being_specified_as_premises_supervisor_(.pdf_26KB
).pdf 

 
 

  
 
Three areas are currently in use for events; the lower, middle and upper 
lawns, all in the Lower Park. 
 
A range of facilities/services are already available to support most events; 
temporary mobile toilets being necessary for events attracting over – 1000 
people. 

 
 
 

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Request_to_hold_an_event_form.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/sport_play_recreation/pdfs/Request_to_hold_an_event_form.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/licensing/premises/
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guidance/Application_for_a_Premises_Licence_(.pdf_21KB).pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guidance/Application_for_a_Premises_Licence_(.pdf_21KB).pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guidance/Consent_of_individual_to_being_specified_as_premises_supervisor_(.pdf_26KB).pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guidance/Consent_of_individual_to_being_specified_as_premises_supervisor_(.pdf_26KB).pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/licensing/pdfs/licensing_act_app_forms_guidance/Consent_of_individual_to_being_specified_as_premises_supervisor_(.pdf_26KB).pdf
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Planned Events in the Park – 2017 
 

Date Event 
29/4 Jack in the green 
1-6/6 Oakliegh Fairs  
11/6 Race For Life 
6/8 or 13/8 TBC Colour Run 
24/9 Y Front Run and Wellbeing event 
 
  
 

The Ranger Service run a minimum of six conservation tasks within the 
Park each year. The Council actively encourages recognised groups to 
carry out volunteer tasks within Alexandra Park, these are facilitated by 
our Ranger Service. 
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TCV Volunteers 
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TCV Health Walk with the Parkinson’s Society 
 

 
Tree planting with TCV L-R Tim Hills TCV, Cllr Warren Davies, Volunteer and  
Dr Owen Johnson 
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2.3.4 Sport (recreation): 
 

Sport offers a number of opportunities for the community; regular 
participation makes for healthier living and is a core priority for Hastings 
Borough Council.  The Sport Council calculates that 23% of all sports 
activity takes place in parks, such as Alexandra Park. The Primary 
Care Trust calculates that less than a quarter of the town’s residents 
take part in the minimum recommended daily exercise, (half an hour of 
gentle exercise). Hastings has secured Sports England funding for an 
Active Hastings project, which encourages local people to change to a 
more active lifestyle. Alexandra Park is already supporting these 
initiatives and should continue to do so. It offers: 
 
• hard tennis courts (Coaching sessions run all year) 
• bowling green 
• fishing 
• jogging 
• canoeing 
• volleyball 
• casual football 
• walking 

 
In order to further exploit the potential for sport we have: 

 
• Secured funding from Sport England and have converted two tennis 

courts (7 & 8) into a multi-use games area, now in regular use. 
 
• Supported health walks run by the Conservation Volunteers 
         
• The Active Hastings initiative has explored a range of opportunities 
to get people more active, where the Park has been the key outdoor 
venue for this.  
Key to the development of sport at grass roots level (promote use in 
this group) is in making it wholly accessible to all residents and at a 
price they can afford (or free).  Special attention needs to be paid to 
encouraging young people to play sport as an introduction to using the 
Park and this diverts them from antisocial activity.  
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Football and Table Tennis events welcome all throughout the summer 
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Girls Social Football every Wednesday in Alexandra Park 
 

 
Streetgames Pop Up Tennis sessions in the Park. 
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Hastings Fun Run 2016 
 
Sports events and user groups in the Park 2014 - 16 
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2.3.5 Play 
 

 
 
Play is an important part of the physical, emotional and psychological 
development of any child.  In the urban environment, the Park offers a 
far safer place for parents to take their children.  Lack of garden space 
at home and the busy nature of most roads make ‘community’ play very 
difficult.  Play within the Park environment is not just about equipped 
playgrounds; there are a host of other play-based things to do. 

  
Hastings Borough Council sees provision for youngsters as a key 
priority and Alexandra Park is in an excellent position to accommodate 
new activities. Developing activities for young people and helping 
sustain them is seen as a top priority. 
 
The second playground at Upper Park Road was re-furbished early in 
2009, funded by the Government Pathfinder programme (50k) and 
section 106 monies (£20k). The design incorporated more adventurous 
play equipment as pods around a central accessible seating area and 
have natural play features and trails into adjacent woodland.  Emphasis 
was to provide for toddlers and in particular 8-13 year olds.  
A further £20k section 106 contribution has been received (2010) and 
has funded additional play equipment in lower park playground to 
increase its play value. A set of two swings and an accessible 
roundabout have been installed. One swing has a seat suitable for 
toddlers and children with disabilities. 

 
New ideas have been explored in making links between existing 
physical play features, therefore increasing the play value within the 
park. 
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Summer outdoor play days proved very popular and will continue, but 
are subject to successful ongoing funding. 
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 July 2014 - 2016 – Play in the Park, a hugely popular activity during the Summer. 
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Play day with local children, the Mayor Cllr Bruce Dowling and the Leader of The Council 
Jeremy Birch 
 
2.3.6 Healthy Living 
 

With recent concern of increasing obesity and alarmingly high levels of 
poor health in Hastings in particular, the potential benefits of open 
space, such as Alexandra Park, are recognised. 

 
The Conservation Volunteers organise weekly health walks in 
Alexandra Park, already a site well used for other healthy pursuits. 

 
The Council will continue to support all activities in the Park, which 
promote healthier living.  Events supporting healthy activity will be 
given concessionary or free use of the Park. An ongoing aim to 
produce measured/guided routes, with resting places, publish leaflets 
and provide suitable “marker posts”, will be subject to funding.  
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2.4 Making the Park Clean, Green and Safe 
 
2.4.1 Community Safety 
 

The Ranger Service comprises of three Park Rangers who are based 
within the Park in the Tennis Pavilion office. Our GM contractor, 
provides a uniformed presence as part of the Grounds Maintenance 
Contract. The service covers 7 days per week.   

 
Key elements of the Ranger Service’s activity are: 

 
• Enforcement/Site visits  
• Interpretation   
• Education    
• Public safety   
• Reporting    

 
The Council’s Community Safety Strategy supports Section 17 of the 
Crime and Disorder Act 1999 and has benefited from police advice on 
design of the Park.  Police Community Support Officers treat the Park 
as a regular part of their patrols and actively encourage people to 
report anti-social behaviour. The Park Ranger service participates in 
the multi-agency tasking team meetings, designed to co-ordinate 
activities of the enforcing agencies. 

  
 Byelaws: 
 

The byelaws for the Park can be found at the following page of HBC’s 
website: 
 
www.hastings.gov.uk/content/parks_gardens_allotments/park_manage
ment/438047/parksbyelaws 
 

2.4.2 Inappropriate Behaviour: 
 

Anti-social or inappropriate behaviour by a minority of individuals can 
spoil everyone else’s enjoyment of the Park.   
 
The combined resources of our Rangers, the Police, PCSOs and The 
GM Contractor will work towards a zero tolerance of vandalism. .  

 
Whenever possible in the heritage environment, vandal resistant 
design will be considered, combined with regular maintenance this will 
strengthen the zero tolerance message. 

 

www.hastings.gov.uk/content/parks_gardens_allotments/park_management/438047/parksbyelaws
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Where vandalism does take place, it should be rectified immediately, 
leaving no sign of the damage, emphasising the zero tolerance 
message.  

 
2.4.3  Risk Management: 
 

Public Risk Assessments: 
Site based risk assessment are undertaken regularly and are due for 
review in 2017. The Rangers carry out regular inspections as part of 
the Council’s system of inspection to meet our duty of care under the 
Occupiers Liability Act and Health & Safety at Work Act. 

 
 Contractor’s risk assessments: 

Our contractors have comprehensive risk assessments for all their 
activities, we will review these annually to ensure they are kept up to 
date and relevant. 
 
QHSE monitoring of the park is regularly carried out jointly by HBC and 
idverde as part of the cooperative management of the GM contract as a 
whole. All aspects of the park are examined, and high priority issues 
are assessed and addressed during the inspection. 
 
Children’s Play areas 
Both play areas in the park are risk assessed daily by an RPII 
operationally qualified inspector (as part of the GM contract). In 
conjunction to this, an independent annual RPII inspection is 
undertaken. 

 
2.4.4 Dog Control: 
 

Dog walking is one of the most popular activities within the Park.  The 
Council adopted Dog Control Orders in March 2008 and zoned areas 
as follows: 

• Dogs excluded from playgrounds, sports areas, Peace 
Garden 

• Dogs on the lead – (08.00 – 18.00) in Lower Park 
• Removal of dog faeces in all areas 
• Dogs placed on leads when directed to do so in all areas 

 
The Council has adopted the Dog Control Order as a more 
straightforward means of enforcement and to provide enforceable 
controls where they currently do not exist. The vast majority do clear up 
after their dogs, for those that do not, the Council will, and has, 
successfully prosecuted owners, and the Grounds Maintenance 
contract includes a specification for removal in accordance with the 
Environmental Protection Act guidelines.  
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In 2012 the Ranger Service launched a Green Dog Walking pilot 
scheme in the park, based on the Falkirk Council model. The scheme 
aims to recruit dog owners to help self-police dog fouling in the park by 
offering dog bags to people and by speaking to them about picking up 
after their dogs. To date in excess of 540 people have signed up 
across the two pilot sites.  
 
 
 

 
2.4.5  Providing and maintaining a clean/safe environment: 
 

The Grounds Maintenance Contract Specification requires 
maintenance to a high standard based on a performance/outcome 
specification.  Unique and specific requirements for Alexandra Park 
have been incorporated into the Grounds Maintenance Contract, which 
commenced in November 2012.  Emphasis is placed on complying with 
the EPA Environmental Protection Act, Code of Practice for litter 
clearance based on the park having a Zone 1 classification. 
 
 

.  
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SECTION 3 
 
 Green Space Management 
 
 
 

 
Emphasis on a clean and tidy park 
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3.1  Generic Management 
 
3.1.1 Leases and rights of passage: 

 Current leases within the Park include: 
• The café concession lease with Eat @ was extended for 10 years 

(February 2013 – February 2023) and includes exclusive catering 
rights for the whole Park and a requirement to collect games fees 
during summer. 

• The miniature railway has a rolling year on year license to 
manage an area of land and operate trains in the Upper Park 
area. 

• Buckshole and Harmers Reservoirs are leased to the Hastings 
and Bexhill Freshwater Angling Association, currently a 10 year 
lease.  

• Two properties, (Queens Lodge and Burnside) are managed by 
Amicus Horizon Housing Association and are rented to tenants. 

 
Rights of passage exist as follows: 
• Owners of Buckshole Cottages  
• Southern Water to access their interests, inherited by the Property 

Company that purchased the pumping station 
• Transco to access the gas governor station 
• EDF Energy to access their sub-station 
• Resident in Queens lodge  
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3.1.2 Sustainability Issues: 

 
Alexandra Park has adopted standards in sustainable management, 
setting the benchmark for other parks and open spaces to follow.  
Wherever possible arisings will be composted or recycled, new 
materials will derive from renewable resources and pesticides and 
inorganic fertilizers will be avoided if at all possible.  Peat or peat 
products have been systematically reduced within the park.  
 
• All soft green waste will be composted on site for re-introduction to 

the park. All autumnal leaf collection is stored in a dedicated area to 
produce leaf mould in successive years. 

 
• Since 2005 we have sourced plant materials in reduced peat 

growing mediums, for example all bedding plants for Alexandra 
Park contain 35% less peat. Nursery stock will be purchased from 
local suppliers and where possible locally grown sources, utilising 
environmentally sustainable growing methods. All plant containers 
will be recycled. 

 
• All hard materials, such as woody prunings will be chipped and 

used as mulch or path dressing on site. 
 
• All soils will be retained for re-use, (dredging materials will be dried 

and re-used on site where possible, composted or disposed of at 
Fairlight Place Farm). 

 
• Irrigation when required will be pumped from the stream or former 

wells, (extraction license in place). 
 
• Herbicide will only be used in the case of pernicious weeds; 

alternative methods will always gain priority when appropriate. 
 
• All maintenance vehicles will have low impact tyres.  Alternative 

power sources for vehicles and vehicle tracking software will reduce 
emission levels within the park. 

 
• A strategic cycle network has been implemented as part of the 

Local Development Framework and the County Council’s Local 
sustainable transport plan. This will link the park with the Town 
Centre and 3 other key routes through the town. 

 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/search/?q=Hastings+walking+and+cycli
ng+strategy&search-submit.x=13&search-submit.y=11 

 
  

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/search/?q=Hastings+walking+and+cycling+strategy&search-submit.x=13&search-submit.y=11
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/search/?q=Hastings+walking+and+cycling+strategy&search-submit.x=13&search-submit.y=11
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3.1.3 Bio-diversity and nature conservation: 
 

The council is committed to updating its own web site to ensure the 
information on wildlife areas is current. 
  
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/countryside_nature/ 
  
The areas of Old Roar Gill and Coronation Wood were declared a 
Local Nature Reserve in 2002.   Old Roar Gill consists of important 
ancient gill woodland habitat in the centre of town whilst 
Coronation Wood is an important secondary woodland. 
 
The Biodiversity Action Plan for the Borough was published in 2006 
and the actions completed.  
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan
/evidence_base/pdfs/information/Biodiversity_Action_Plan.pdf 
 
 A bio-diversity strategy was adopted in October 2006.  A bio-diversity 
audit was completed to inform the strategy for Alexandra Park.  A 
management plan is in place for the Local Nature Reserve – 
Coronation Wood/Old Roar Gill. ( Ref point: Further information can be 
found in the reference section, including the “Urban Nature 
Conservation Strategy- 1996”, “Ecological Survey-   2000) 
 
 
Many rare and scarce liverworts, mosses and lichens occur within the 
gill. The regionally scarce toothwort grows here as well as in the rest of 
Alexandra Park. Other visiting or breeding species of interest include: 

• A rare endemic cranefly, Lipsothrix nervosa  
• Nationally scarce snail Macrogastra rolphii.  
• Spotted flycatcher 
• Osprey  
• Grey wagtail  
• Kingfisher 
• Tufted ducks 
• Pochard duck 
• Goldcrest 
• Nuthatch 
• Treecreeper 
• Song thrush and Mistle thrush 
• Tawny Owl 

 
  

  

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/countryside_nature/
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/Biodiversity_Action_Plan.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/Biodiversity_Action_Plan.pdf
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3.1.4 THE WATERWAYS PROJECT 
 
The need for waterways improvement in Alexandra Park was recognised in 
2013 as a response to the town’s bathing (sea) water quality issues recorded 
by the Environment Agency. The sites used to measure water quality in 
Hastings by the EA include the Pelham beach – where the outfall of the Park’s 
waterways emerge. HBC worked in partnership with Southern Water and the 
EA to conceive a plan to address and improve the standards throughout the 
park. 

 
Work in 2014 to naturalise the concrete stream in the park introduced native 
planted coir rolls to the stream bed.  This project has provided a natural in-
stream habitat for wildlife throughout the length of the park and an effective 
sediment and pollution filter. 
 
The next phase 2015-16 saw a radical rethink to the flow of water through the 
park, with many features to improve the water quality installed throughout the 
lower park including  floating planted islands; dense marginal planting, new 
valves, enlarging and re-profiling sections of the watercourses between 
ponds, 
 
Subsequent independent analysis after year one has proved a tangible 
improvement to cleaner water for the town with key changes to e-coli, nitrates, 
phosphates and levels of dissolved oxygen. 
 
The Waterways Management Plan 2016 - 2026 (Appendix B) provides a full 
insight into the extensive works, future management and ongoing 
maintenance of the project  
 

 

   
Installing the Coir Rolls. 
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The finished result 
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Biomatrix and idverde work together on the finishing touches of the 
Waterways Project 2016 
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Poster displayed throughout the park describing the water cleaning project 
 
 

 
Biodiversity planting on the banks of the waterways 
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3.1.5 Nationally Significant Tree Collection: 
 

Alexandra Park has a wide and varied tree collection, including rare 
Champions trees.  A tree walk has been developed by the Friends of 
the Park. Tree labelling was carried out to supplement the tree walk 
funded by the Friends of the Park, during 2010.  
 Tree planting in the park continues under the guidance of Dr Owen 
Johnson. Opportunity will be taken to enhance the collection using 
trees that would have been available to Marnock in the 1880’s.  Care 
will be taken to avoid planting that will compromise newly created 
vistas, or that may impact on existing vegetation.  
 
The Tree Walk guide can be found at Appendix C 
 
The following trees have been planted during the 2015/16 period: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Koelreuteria paniculata (via Michael 
Ward) on bank W of tennis offices, behind 
Hubert Fawcett seat, TQ8120710482 
 
Prunus verecunda, between yew roundel 
and stream at NW end of the long lawn, 
TQ8135410483 
 
Prunus 'Taoyame', between stream and 
path E of tennis offices, TQ8134310488 
 
Prunus 'Asano', across stream W of 
bandstand, TQ8127210422 
 
Crataegus arnoldiana, on bank to Park 
Road just W of Dordrecht Way junction, 
TQ8107110361 
 
Crataegus champlainensis, S of stream 
from hard tennis courts, near Dove Tree, 
TQ8106010378 
 

Crataegus schraderiana, on bank to Park 
Road W of Dordrecht Way, above Gwen 
Willis bench, TQ8103610383 
 
Crataegus x durobrivensis, S of stream 
from hard tennis courts, near big Field 
Maple, TQ8103310398 
 
Crataegus wattiana, on bank to Park Road 
W of Dordrecht Way, opposite steps to 
Newgate Woods, TQ8100610411 
 
Malus kansuensis, E side of Dordrecht 
Way S of stream culvert, TQ8110710361 
 
Malus fusca, between path and Park Road 
just E of Dordrecht Way junction, 
TQ8110910342 
 
Quercus bicolor, in middle of oak bank, 
TQ8069010642 
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Quercus x hastingsii Thorpe’s Wood, 
TQ8043410255 
 
Betula insignis BSWJ 11751: 
Thorpe’s Wood below Newgate Road, 
TQ8039910246 
 
Carpinus kawakamii CWJ 12449: 
Thorpe’s Wood, TQ8056810323 
 
Cercis chinensis BSWJ 12665: 
In shrubbery on E side of Dordrecht Way, 
N end, by Weeping Purple Beech, 
TQ8116910461 
 
Idesia polycarpa CWJ 12837: 
St Helens Road boundary E of Rangers’ 
Office, by gorse bush, TQ8130410560 
 
Lindera metcalfiana var. dictophylla KWJ 
12313: 
Thorpe’s Wood below Newgate Road, 
TQ8041210239 
 
Persea japonica BSWJ 12789: 
Thorpe’s Wood, TQ8057310313 
 
Quercus ilex (Holm Oak; transplanted 
seedling): 
Thorpe’s Wood below Newgate Road, 
TQ8040610420 
 
Rehderodendron indochinense BSWJ 
12115: 
Thorpe’s Wood, TQ8050510274 
 
Sorbus caloneura GUIZ 80: 
W side of Dordrecht Way, behind footings 
of old shelter, TQ8112510413 
 
Sorbus hedlundii WJC 13806: 
In shrubbery on E side of Dordrecht Way, 
near Thuja stump, TQ8114510423 
 
Sorbus vestita (Himalayan Whitebeam; 
seed from Ness BG): 
Thorpe’s Wood, TQ8048810262 
 

 
Stuartia serrata: 
Thorpe’s Wood near Newgate Road, 
TQ8041710233 
 
Trochodendron aralioides CWJ 12357 
(Taiwan): 
Thorpe’s Wood, TQ8049510268 
 
Acer campbellii var. yunnanensis 
Campbell’s Maple TQ8071010707 Among 
yews at bottom edge of Pinetum Lawn 
 
Afrocarpus falcatus African Yellow-wood 
TQ8044910474 N edge of Shorden Woods 
below Reservoir, among pines 
 
Alangium platanifolium var. 
macrophyllum an alangium 
TQ8043210467 N edge of Shorden Woods 
below Reservoir, among pines 
 
Broussonetia papyrifera Paper Mulberry 
TQ8075910681 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, lower 
 
Butia capitata Pindo Palm TQ8044510470 
N edge of Shorden Woods below 
Reservoir, among pines 
 
Carpinus fangeana Monkey-tail 
Hornbeam TQ8054310298 Thorpe’s 
Wood, to replace lost Acer laevigatum 
 
Castanopsis sieboldii Siebold’s Chestnut-
oak TQ8054010302 Thorpe’s Wood, to 
replace an Indian Horse Chestnut 
transplant 
 
Catalpa bungei Bunge’s Catalpa 
TQ8073810703 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, lower 
 
Catalpa fargesii f. duclouxii Farge’s 
Catalpa TQ8076810670 St Helens Road 
border of Pinetum Lawn, lower 
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Chionanthus retusus Chinese Fringe Tree 
TQ8108710475 St Helens Road shrub 
border by stream near hard tennis courts 
(to replace Indian Horse Chestnut 
transplant). 
 
Cupressus cashmiriana Kashmir Cypress 
TQ8056410476 Shornden valley just 
above Harmer’s Ponds 
 
Diospyros kaki Chinese Persimmon 
TQ8163510382 Stream side of bowling 
green by WC block 
 
Eucalyptus nicholii Narrow-leaved Black 
Peppermint Gum TQ8046010479 N edge 
of Shorden Woods below Reservoir, 
among pines 
 
Euonymus lucidus Himalayan Evergreen 
Spindle TQ8060810856 Under Buckshole 
dam below yew clump 
 
Euonymus phellomanus a Chinese spindle 
TQ8068710799 Pinetum Lawn, below top 
path in yew clump 
 
Hovenia dulcis Japanese Raisin Tree 
TQ8066410867 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, near Buckshole dam 
 
Neolitsea sericea a Japanese laurel 
TQ8052810300 Thorpe’s Wood, to replace 
lost Acer pectinatum 
 
Persea thunbergii a Japanese laurel 
TQ8068310720 Bottom side of Pinetum 
Lawn near stream 
 
Phoenix canariensis Canary Palm 
TQ8126610478 St Helens Road bank to 
left of Rangers’ office. Donation from Judy 
Clark. 
 
Pistacia chinensis Chinese Pistachio 
TQ8073510713 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, mid 
 

Plagianthus regius New Zealand 
Ribbonwood TQ8039510483 N edge of 
Shorden Woods below Reservoir, among 
pines 
 
 
Poliothyrsis sinensis Chinese Poliothyrsis 
TQ8145710477 St Helens Road shrub 
border opposite Heather Garden (near 
site of failed Meliosma tenuis). 
 
Pterostyrax corymbosa a fringe tree 
TQ8112510474 St Helens Road shrub 
border opposite hard football pitch 
 
Quercus myrsinifolia Bamboo Oak 
TQ8069710777 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, opposite yew clump 
 
Quercus rhysophylla Loquat-leaved Oak 
TQ8069210673 Bottom of oak bank, to 
replace old Scarlet Oak 
 
Sassafras albidum American Sassafras 
TQ8097110453 Over stream from Rose 
Garden, to replace fallen oak 
 
Sorbus hemsleyi Hemsley’s Whitebeam 
TQ8069110799 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, opposite yew clump 
 
Stuartia monadelpha Orange-barked 
Stuartia TQ8067610727 Bottom side of 
Pinetum Lawn near stream 
 
Stuartia sinensis Pink-barked Stuartia 
TQ8066110735 Bottom side of Pinetum 
Lawn near stream 
 
Styrax formosanus Taiwanese Snowbell 
Tree TQ8068710765 Pinetum Lawn, just 
below yew clump 
 
Tetracentron sinense Spur-leaf Tree 
TQ8057310510 Across path from upper 
Harmer’s Pond 
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Tilia cordata ‘Winter Orange’ Orange-
twigged Lime TQ8064110883 Under 
Buckshole dam above yew clump 
 
Tilia oliveri Oliver’s Lime TQ8065310881 
St Helens Road border of Pinetum Lawn, 
near Buckshole dam 
 
Zanthoxylum simulans a toothache tree 
TQ8111210474 St Helens Road shrub 
border opposite hard football pitch 
 
Zelkova carpinifolia Caucasian Oak 
TQ8040510342 W corner of Shorden 
swings lawn. Transplanted sucker from 
Thorpe’s Wood. 

 
Zelkova carpinifolia Caucasian Oak 
TQ8034510390 Off S end of Shornden 
Reservoir dam. Transplanted sucker from 
Thorpe’s Wood. 
 
Zelkova sinica Chinese Zelkova 
TQ8072410722 St Helens Road border of 
Pinetum Lawn, mid. Donation from Judy 
Clark. 
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3.1.6 Green corridors: 
 

A number of green corridor routes exist linked to the Park that follow 
natural valleys.  The park links with Silverhill to the West via Shornden 
Wood and Thorpe’s Wood and towards Little Ridge Avenue and 
Conquest Hospital via Old Roar Gill.  A green corridor through the new 
development at Little Ridge Avenue supports this.  Going northeast via 
a tributary of the park stream next to Ashford Way, one reaches St 
Helens Woods, a Local Nature Reserve and beyond to the Ridge and 
open countryside. Any Planning Applications that damage these links 
must be prevented. 

 
Links are also made with the Town Centre via the Greenway Cycle 
Route, part of which passes through Summerfields Woods, another 
Local Nature Reserve. 
 

3.1.7 Water Quality and Safety: 
 
Significant water safety work has been carried out (Sept. – Dec. 2008) 
to Buckshole Reservoir dam and valve tower; including erosion control 
to the upstream face/construction of an accessible fishing platform and 
replacement valves to the tower. The bypass culvert has been piped 
and filled with expanded resin to prevent potential collapse.  

 
Water quality and oxygen levels throughout the network of reservoirs, 
ponds, wells and streams is monitored regularly. The new works 
detailed in the Waterways Management Plan (Appendix B) have led to 
a tangible improvement of standards after the 1st year. 
 
Regular maintenance to flow channels, culvert grilles and control 
valves minimises risks of flooding; and is part of the routine 
maintenance carried out for the GM Contract.   
 
The Environment Agency enforce the requirements of the Reservoir 
Act 1975 and structures are subject to annual inspection and report. 
The Engineers’ summary references these management requirements 
under Section 12(2) & Section 12(2A) .A flood risk assessment has 
been undertaken, the reservoirs being noted within corporate flood 
plan. 
 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/my_council/458400/hastingsfloodpl
an 
 
Controlled diversion of the flow channel, (downstream), ensures 
enhanced oxygen supply to the network of ponds in the Lower Park. In 
extreme conditions straw bales will be provided and additional water 

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/my_council/458400/hastingsfloodplan
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/my_council/458400/hastingsfloodplan
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agitation through pumping to increase oxygen content. Algaecide will 
only be used in extreme circumstances. 

 
Pest Control. Regular baiting takes place and safer baiting stations 
have been installed to facilitate this.  Positive advice to the public about 
feeding wildfowl bread, will hopefully reduce the excesses of food being 
left around the water bodies.  
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3.2 Physical Management 
 
3.2.1 Grounds Maintenance Contract Specification: 
 

The specification for the new Grounds Maintenance contract (Nov. 
2012 – Nov. 2022) has been carefully reviewed with horticultural 
standards for Alexandra Park being protected and maintained.  

 
Horticultural maintenance in the Park has important heritage 
considerations and specialist training (arranged through English 
Heritage) was delivered in December 2010. 

 
GM Maintenance budget – 2013/14 £138,150 
GM maintenance budget – 2014/15 £141,880 
GM maintenance budget – 2015/16 £124,637 

  

3.2.2 General Management throughout the Park 

 To avoid repetition throughout the plan, the following practices and 
applications are common throughout the three areas of Alexandra Park 
(Lower, Upper and Shornden). Specific items relating to the individual 
area follow. 

Dog fouling  

 The amenity use for this section of the Park includes child’s play, 
picnicking and sitting on the grass. Dog fouling bins have been 
supplied and enforcement is carried out through the Dog Control 
Orders introduced in March 2008. These measures have been a huge 
success. We believe the introduction of the dogs on leads area in the 
lower park has also led to a reduction in dog fouling. 

Public Safety.   

Representatives of HBC carry out regular inspections as part of the 
Council’s system of inspection to meet our duty of care under the 
Occupiers Liability Act and Health & Safety at Work Act. 
 

 
 Vertical edges to the ponds and streams are a potential safety hazard. 

A risk  assessment has been carried out to identify the most 
hazardous changes in level; these have railings or dense planting as 
a control measure. 

 
 There can be a space sharing issue between pedestrians and cyclists. 
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Maintenance and delivery vehicles use the existing footpaths and 
should always maintain the required speed of 5 m.p.h. 

 
 The dense vegetation, particularly the shrubs close to the path by the 

stream are thinned where appropriate to improve visibility.  
 
Litter and fly tipping  
 
  Litter is cleared under EPA zone 2 classification. Dog fouling bins are 

provided and the Fouling of Land Act will be upheld by the Ranger 
Service. Litter is a constant concern throughout the park and 
escalates according to events, good weather or public holidays. 
Occasional fly tipping occurs (Harmers Road being vulnerable) which 
is cleared within 2 working days.  

 
Pest control  
 
 Rats have been a known presence throughout the Park, partly due to 

the waterways, the infrastructure of underground pipes and the 
feeding of wildfowl. The numbers of vermin in the Park will be 
monitored and controlled by the Council’s Pest Control. Information 
regarding the risks presented by rats, including Weil’s disease, is 
available on the council’s website: 

 
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/environmentalhealth/pestcontrol/rats/ 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Area 1 – Lower Park 

3.2.4 Past Management 

 Historically, The Lower Park has had a high standard of traditional Park 
maintenance, with extensive areas of bedding and was nationally 
famous for its displays of begonias. As resources allow, the 
contemporary focus is to maintain the quality required for the prime 
area of Hastings’ flagship park with less traditional bedding, but 
retaining large areas of lawn to maintain as well as the borders and the 
new bio-diversity related areas. 

3.2.5 Current Public Use 

 The Lower Park receives the largest number of visitors to the Park 
being close to the town centre, has the principal play, sports and 

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/environmentalhealth/pestcontrol/rats/
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events facilities, and is the most open area.  It had suffered a high rate 
of vandalism, but since restoration has seen a marked decline in 
incidents. The principal uses are walking, dog walking (on leads by 
request), children’s play, informal recreation, seating, football, tennis, 
boating, use of the café, War Memorial, bowls and events. Direct 
access is gained from Bethune Way (the main entrance to the Park), St 
Helens Road, Lower Park Road and Dordrecht Way. 

 The major areas of public use are the following: 

• First Lawn, large area of lawn, trees and a sloping bank up to Lower 
Park Road. 

 
• The War Memorial provides an important reference point for many 

of the residents of Hastings, particularly on Remembrance Sunday. 
 

• The Boating Lake, now a key feature of the Waterways Project 
 

• The three ponds, two of which have islands, supporting wildfowl and 
fish. 

 
• The children’s play area  

 
• Bowling Club, popular for players and observers. 

 
• Second Lawn, general amenity and informal ball games. 
 
• Tea House/Café  
 
• Bandstand, recognised as one of the central attractions in the Park. 
 
• Tennis Pavilion, providing toilets, changing facilities and a room that 

provides Ranger Offices. 
 
• Third Lawn provides an excellent venue for a diverse range of 

events. 
 

 Use of the park is largely during daylight hours.  Lighting has been 
provided to illuminate key buildings and the access to the café.  

3.2.6 Environmental Quality 

 Water pollution of the watercourse and water bodies will be reduced 
by control of foul water spills. Pollution has occurred in the past at 
regular intervals, due to inadequate foul water systems emanating 
from beyond the Park. Southern Water Services are working with the 
EA to identify cross and misconnections between the surface water 
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and foul sewer systems that discharge into the park. Southern Water 
have completed a £1.2m scheme in 2012 to deal with a failing 
combined sewer at the northern end of the park.  

 Noise pollution relating to the events occurring within Lower Park has 
caused annoyance to residents on St Helens Road and Lower Park 
Road. The events occur over a short period during the summer and 
may not be considered to be an enduring problem. Under the terms of 
our license the number and noise levels of such events are carefully 
controlled and will continue to be staged on the top lawn by Dordrecht 
Way. The lawn is a bowl shape, which contains a proportion of the  

3.2.7 Public Safety – Play area 

  The play area currently complies with European Standard EN1176 
and is inspected daily throughout the year by RPII trained inspectors; 
these checks are supplemented by an annual RPII Inspection.  

 
3.2.8 Access and Paths 
  

Most of the paths follow the original layout of St. Andrews Gardens 
and Robert Marnock’s design.  The topography of the Park makes 
access for disabled people difficult, routes have been identified where 
access is feasible, the Council’s policy being to promote accessible 
areas rather than trying to make difficult access improvements. Paths 
were originally surfaced with gravel, evidenced by early postcards. 
They were expanded in width and been covered with asphalt, and 
prior to restoration became poor and potentially hazardous. The 
paths were in need of better profiling for natural drainage and a 
specification appropriate for its future managed use. In the Lower 
Park all paths were reconstructed in 2002 and finished in bonded 
resin, aggregate finish, to facilitate access. 

 
 Most of the steps in Lower Park are in the original position of 

Marnock’s design.  They have been finished in unsuitable materials 
comprising concrete crazy paving and a concrete edge; this remains 
an aspiration to adapt to more appropriate materials. The handrails to 
the steps have been replaced with a Victorian heritage design, copied 
from Warrior Square.  

 
 The majority of the footbridges in Lower Park are in the positions 

shown in 1897.  They are mostly of steel construction and are in a 
serviceable condition.  They have been strengthened recently to 
provide a bridge capable of accepting heavy traffic as part of the 
designated vehicle route.  A timber footbridge near the bandstand has 
been replaced with the traditional iron design. 
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3.2.9  Vegetation Management 
 
  The vegetation of the Lower Park is dominated by parkland trees of a 

wide range of species and varieties which are generally well-formed 
and well-spaced.  These require little work within the scope of the plan 
other than regular inspection. 

 
  However, there are areas of dense vegetation with poorly-formed 

trees and scrub invasion at the north eastern edge of the park and on 
the southern boundary which require careful thinning.  In addition 
there are a few ornamental trees in the upper park, notably cherries, 
which are over-mature. Specific vista have been created through the 
Park and these are to be preserved through careful tree and shrub 
management. 

 
  The shrub areas, which are mainly along the northern edge, vary in 

density, maturity and species. There are many shrubs of high interest, 
but the steep banks, areas of grass between them and heavy shade, 
together with over-maturity of others requires a carefully planned 
programme of formative pruning and/or replanting to give continuous, 
low maintenance groundcover. 

 
3.2.10 Water Features 
 

SEE WATERWAYS PROJECT appendix B 
 

 
Lower Park Play Area via annual seed meadow  
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3.2.11 Structures: 
 

  
Queen’s Lodge.  The building is outside the boundary of the Park and 
is leased by Amicus Horizon. No work was carried out on this 
building. 
 

 
War Memorial.  Grade II listed memorial designed by Margaret 
Winser a pupil of Rodin and built in 1922 to commemorate all those 
that died in the Great War. The monument was completely restored 
during 2009/10. 
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Saxonhurst Lodge.  The building is outside the boundary of the Park 
and is privately owned.  
 

          
Timber Shelter.  The timber shelter was constructed around 1910 and 
originally was glazed on two sides, and now serves as a hub for 
visitor information.  
 

 
Bowls Pavilion.  The present Bowls Pavilion was constructed in 1993 
and bears little resemblance to the timber pavilion built c. 1915.  This 
building is not in keeping with the heritage of the Park and will be 
maintained accordingly. 
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Bowls Pavilion Toilets.   
The toilets were constructed in the 1930’s.  They are important in that they are 
placed midway between the Tennis Pavilion and the southern entrance and 
provide essential facilities to the Bowlers using the green. (There are no toilets 
in their pavilion). They have been restored to a high standard and are 
managed by Environmental Services. 
  

 
 
Café.  The café was fully restored through the project. It has been let to Eat @ 
on a 10 year lease until February 2023.  The café has proved very popular. 
Eat @ have made operational changes to accommodate unexpected levels of 
need, whilst also generating activities during quieter times to improve footfall.  
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Bandstand  Erected in circa 1920 and fully restored in 2003. Forms the focal 
point for this part of the park and is used for a range of activities. 
 

 
Tennis Pavilion:  Erected circa 1920. Now has multi use, including accessible 
toilets, Ranger Office and changing rooms. 
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3.2.12 Railings and Main Entrances 

The boundary railings were original, made from wrought iron and 
painted black. They were badly decayed and most were replaced by 
mild steel railings (on cost grounds), loyal to the original design. 
These need careful maintenance to protect them against corrosion, a 
seven year rolling programme started in 2010.  The circa 1900 
entrance gates/pillars were replaced at the Queens Road entrance 
and the Bethune Way entrance was adapted to link with the new 
pedestrian crossing and to open it up, previously very overgrown. The 
link with the promenade walk has also been established 

3.2.13 Management and Aims and Objectives 
 
Aims 
 
  Lower Park is of considerable historic interest, reflecting the way that 

Robert Marnock adopted the design of St. Andrews Park, itself based 
on earlier features.  It is now a mature park with excellent tree cover 
and is an important site within Hastings for events and informal 
recreation and is the most accessible part of the Park to the public.  
The overall aim for the Park should therefore be twofold: 

 
• Having restored the Park (where feasible) to Marnock’s design 

and retaining early twentieth-century additions such as the 
buildings; the Park should be managed/maintained such that it 
remains in a positive condition and: 

 
• To ensure that the park is a high quality amenity space catering 

for contemporary needs.  
 
Objectives 
 
  The aim can be achieved through the following objectives. 
 
  Manage the eco-systems in the ponds and streams to optimum 

conditions and to minimize damage to water edges. Ensure all flood 
control measures are in place and culverts are kept clear; ensure a 
constant water flow through the pond network. 

 
  Maintenance of boundary railings and improvements to management 

of boundary vegetation will be required, work such as this being 
considered as an ideal opportunity for volunteer participation. 
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  Maintain paths, steps and handrails, ensuring good disabled access 
wherever reasonably practical and maintain all other furniture 
including signage and seating. 

 
  Regular planned maintenance including statutory inspections to all 

buildings including toilets, shelter, Café, Bandstand, Tennis Pavilion. 
 
  Inspection and maintenance of all play facilities. 
 
  Retain and enhance the tree cover through long-term management 

and maintain the shrub areas to a high horticultural standard.  
 
  Manage grass areas in order to prevent erosion/compaction 
 
3.2.14 Management Prescriptions 
 
 General Prescriptions and Capital Works 
 
 The council is committed to raising the profile of the park for visitors 

and residents.  We publish a programme of events annually.  These 
events cover activities across the Borough and are facilitated by our 
Ranger Service.  The council has and will continue to promote a 
range of cultural activities in our parks such as art installations and 
events, outdoor theatre productions, nature conservation activities 
and walks, school activities and social history.  We will work with 
community groups and events coordinators to promote activities in our 
parks and Alexandra Park in particular. 

 
  • biology; 
  • arts; 
  • geology; 
  • science; 
  • plant knowledge and horticulture; 
  • arboriculture; 
  • animal education; 
  • local history; 
  • water management; 
  • awareness of changes in cultural and social values. 
 
  Survey.  Topographical and tree survey has been carried out as a 

basis for future management and recording and where necessary will 
be used for the preparation of contract documents and condition 
survey data-base. 

 
  Paths and Steps.  The path network is maintained as per the grounds 

maintenance contract and repairs/re-surfacing planned for as per the 
maintenance programme.  The surfaces of the steps will be 
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reconstructed in stone on edge, whenever the opportunity arises. The 
handrails will be regularly maintained.  The reinstated paths will now 
measure 2.5 m. for pedestrian paths and 3.5m. for vehicle routes. 

 
  War Memorial.  Following restoration in spring 2010, The masonry 

was coated with Keim paint. The column is treated with anti graffiti 
treatment to reduce the effects of the bronze staining. 

 
  Railings.  The boundary railings were re-instated to the original 

design.  Internal railings around the ponds, watercourses and the 
shrub beds are to match the lattice design of the bridges, remaining 
bow-topped railings will be replaced in time, (paint colours black or 
green RAL 6005). 

 
  Play Area.  The improved play area has been modified to improve 

safety; concerns at the lack of equipment for toddlers were addressed 
through improvements made to Shornden Playground as part of its 
refurbishment in 2009 (“Pathfinder” funded - £70k). Section 106 
monies have been set aside to provide further improvement to play 
value. 

 
  Ponds, Boating Lake and Stream.    The ponds will be managed to 

ensure the best water quality. Special attention should be given to 
monitoring water quality and quick reaction to any form of pollution.  

 
  Café.  A business plan has been agreed with the successful 

concessionaire to map out the future of this important facility. 
Maintenance responsibility is set out in the terms of the lease.  

 
  Bandstand.  The bandstand was fully restored and decorative lighting 

installed, including up-lighting to the surrounding trees. A programme 
of band concerts are arranged every year in summer and other 
important events will be centred around the bandstand 

.  
  Tennis Pavilion.  The restored tennis pavilion has a number of uses, 

not least it provides a high standard of toilet provision, including DDA 
compliancy and baby changing. The Ranger base is in the Park, 
within this building along with changing areas for events and a small 
room for additional catering. It is recommended to create a safe 
vestibule area to the Ranger’s office, which can also provide 
information about the Park. 
 

  Other Buildings.  The Queens Lodge toilets were demolished, and as 
a consequence requires sensitive improvement. The timber shelter 
was restored as it was in the 1920s, a decision was made not to re-
incorporate the Georgian style windows due to maintenance 
implications.   
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The shelter now fully restored is utilised as an information point and 
other potential uses are to be explored. 
 
Bowls Pavilion:  Consider adaption of the Pavilion to provide a 
refreshment outlet and to compensate for loss of the space for 
bowlers. NB: the pavilion is not leased to the bowls clubs.  

 
  Routine Maintenance.  Is dealt with in the Management Plan. 

 
 • Maintenance after events to be agreed between proprietor of 

events and maintenance team. 
  
 • Advise arboricultural section of tree work considered necessary. 
 
 • Monitor number of vermin in Park. 
 
 • Events lawn and Bandstand, grass areas: feeding, aeration, 

topdressing and seeding in accordance with the GM 
specification. The number, impact and intensity of events to be 
agreed between the Parks and Open Spaces Manager and 
Events Coordinator. 

  
 • Formative pruning of shrubs in accordance with management 

plan and a high horticultural/heritage standard. 
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3.2.15 Compartment Prescriptions – Lower Park 

 
The Lower Park prescribed works  
 
   The Northern Edge 

• Control dense shrub/tree regeneration to retain views. 
• Clear vegetation overhanging stream 

 
   The Western Edge 

• Cut back overgrown shrubs and thin trees so that individual 
shapes can be seen. 

 
   The South-Western Edge and Bandstand 

• Maintain scrub between café and the road to retain visibility. 
• Maintain existing cover of mature trees by tree works as 

necessary. 
  

  The Central and Eastern Edge 
• Thin dense vegetation around play area and on the eastern 

boundary to maintain feeling of safety and vistas. 
• Elsewhere, maintain existing cover of mature trees by tree works 

as necessary. 
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  The First Lawn 

• Maintain levels and carry out reinstatement after heavy use. 
  
   The Ponds and Bowling Green 

• Improve access to bowls pavilion following the provision of new 
ditch channels. 

• Appropriate maintenance of new marginal planting  
• Thin trees around small pond and cut back overhanging 

vegetation as necessary. 
• Appropriate maintenance of new planting and islands in former 

boating lake 
•  
The Western Lawns 
• Site principal events on second lawn to minimise impact of noise 

on surrounding areas. 
• Intensive maintenance of grass as an events area. 
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3.2.16 The Upper Park 

 

 
 
 
3.2.17 Past Management 
 
 Prior to 1993, the Park was managed by a team of dedicated 

gardeners growing annuals and shrubs locally in Hastings for use in 
the park. The area along the eastern boundary of the Park adjacent to 
St Helens Road from the Tennis Courts to the Rose Garden was 
nationally famous for its display of Dahlias. Upper Park was managed 
by the direct works team to carry out annual planting, maintain 
existing shrubs, trees, clear litter and obstructions in the 
watercourses. Repairs to hard landscape projects were carried out by 
outside contractors. The depot buildings were the headquarters for 
the maintenance and management team. 
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3.2.18 Current Public Use 
 
 Current public use within Upper Park is concerned with walking, dog 

walking, seating, tennis, picnics, informal recreation and angling. 
Direct access is gained from:  

 
• Dordrecht Way  
• Lower Park Road  
• Harmers Lay-by  
• Vale Road  
• St Helens Road.   
• There is access to the formal areas in the south and the woodland in 

the north and northwest.   
• There are no parking restrictions on St. Helens Road north of the 

depot, which allows access for visitors arriving by car. 
 
 
The particular value of The Upper Park is provided by the following 
attractions: 
 
 • Tennis courts 
 • Rose Garden 
 • Flower Garden 
 • Spring bulbs 
 • Watercourses 
 • Chalybeate Spring 
 • Dr McCabe’s Well 
 • Buckshole Reservoir. 
 
 There is also a steam and electric miniature railway which remains a 

popular attraction, it is being run through a volunteer group 
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. 
 
3.2.19 Environmental Quality 
 
  Water pollution: The foul water system runs through Old Roar Gill in a 

cast iron pipe. During periods of heavy rain large volumes of water 
carrying silt can flood the Lower Park. 

 
   
 
3.2.20 Access and Paths 
 
  Upper Park has good pedestrian access as indicated in Figs C1.  

Access for the disabled may be gained from: 
• The two entrances on Dordrecht Way  
• By the path from Upper Park Road  
• Entrances from St Helens Road (with no parking restrictions)  
• The path from Vale Road  
• The entrance by Buckshole Reservoir. 
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  Only two entrances in Upper Park include steps. Access within Upper 
Park is available. The paths are generally level or on shallow 
gradients and alternative routes are available to avoid the few steep 
sections. 

 
  Most of the paths follow Robert Marnock’s layout.  They were 

originally surfaced with gravel but have widened and been covered 
with asphalt, often without edging, but are now in good condition.  

 
3.2.21 Vegetation Management  
 
  Grassland - Parts of the original lawns at the southern end of the 

Upper Park now have tennis courts, but elsewhere they survive and a 
good quality short sward is essential as a foil to the planting in these 
areas.  To the south of the stream the grassland of nature 
conservation interest around the covered reservoir requires forage 
cutting once a year. There is the opportunity to develop nature 
conservation interest through varied regimes.  The area adjacent to 
the covered reservoir is of poor soil quality and supports wildflowers. 

 
  Trees and shrubs - There is considerable variation in the tree and 

shrub cover across Upper Park and its management requirements.  
The south-western and western edge of the Park is dominated by very 
large trees as far as the covered reservoir. Here management is 
largely a matter of removing regeneration and unwanted or invasive 
species.  To the north there is woodland which requires occasional 
thinning to develop well-formed canopy trees and the management of 
paths and vegetation through cutting back bramble and coppicing. 

 
  The central part of the Park requires treatment in the form of thinning 

and cutting back of shrubs for the structure to be recovered.  
Immediately adjacent to St. Helen’s Road, the narrow shrub borders 
require treatment to obtain good quality and ease of maintenance. 

 
  Gardens - The Rose Garden is subject to ad-hoc replanting according 

to the general health of the specimens held. 
 
  The Sub-Tropical Garden is well planted each year with conventional 

bedding to compliment the ever expanding list of herbaceous 
perennials and ornamental shrubs. The Peace Garden occupies a 
900 m2 area utilising sustainable planting. The remainder of the 
bedding is redesigned every year to be sympathetic with the perennial 
planting. 
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Frosty morning in the sub-tropical garden 
 
3.2.22 Water Features 
 
  The banks of Buckshole Reservoir had been partially eroded by 

anglers; the provision of three new (2015/6) fishing swims has done 
much to resolve this. The growth of alder around the open sides of the 
reservoir is removed and trees should not be planted on any part of 
the earth dam, and the grass is maintained to high amenity standard. 
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Constructing the Swims – Buckshole Reservoir 
 
  Downstream of the Pumping Station, the stream is contained with a 

deep stone and concrete lined channel which is largely hidden from 
view except adjacent to the Tennis Courts.  Upstream of this, the 
concrete-lined channel is less suited to the informal character of the 
Park.  The date of the concrete or what preceded are unknown.  
However harsh this treatment appears to be, it is necessary to retain 
the concrete edges in order to help prevent erosion of the channel. 

 
3.2.23 Depot Buildings, Glasshouse, Pumping Station and Other Buildings 
 
  The depot buildings are low brick structures and are leased to idverde 

as a base for the grounds maintenance operations in the park and 
throughout the borough.  The glasshouse is currently leased to the 
Alexandra Park Greenhouse Group. The pumping station was a brick 
built Victorian building of grand appearance, with a domed glass roof.  
It was demolished in the 1970’s and a single storey brick faced 
structure.  Southern Water had no further use for the building and it 
has now sold the building to a property developer. 

 
 
 
3.2.24 Chalybeate Spring and Dr McCabe’s Well 
 
  The Chalybeate Spring was added to the Park by Marnock.  The 

spring supplies iron rich water from an underground spring that never 
changes its rate of flow.  The original stonework is still in situ and has 
been restored.  Dr McCabe’s Well predates Marnock and had become 
overgrown and hidden, but has also been restored. 
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3.2.25 Railings  
 
  Sections of railings have not been replaced through the restoration 

project, in particular from Dordrecht Way to Harmers, St Helens Road 
(near Buckshole) and above Buckshole. These will need to be 
addressed as they are in poor condition and may become a health 
and safety issue. 

 
3.2.26 Management, Aims and Objectives 
 
3.2.27 Area 2 Upper Park 
 
  Upper Park substantially retains Marnock’s original design and has 

some outstanding parkland trees.  There are twentieth century 
features typical of a public park with attractive contrasts between 
formal and informal landscapes.  The overall aim for its restoration 
and management should be: 

 
 • to continue to restore the Park in keeping with Marnock’s design 
but retaining early twentieth-century additions such as the tennis 
courts, Flower and Rose Gardens; 
 
 • to ensure that the park is a high quality leisure space catering for 
contemporary needs. 

 
3.2.28 Objectives 
 
 To retain and restore the structure of Marnock’s Park with the 

contrasts between woodland, parkland and more formal areas while 
accommodating twentieth-century features and twentieth-century 
planting that fits the character of the Victorian Park. 

 
 To reinforce the distinctive character of each compartment, by 

improving the structure of, and access to, the woodland and by 
adapting the Sub-tropical Garden to be a more sympathetic and 
sustainable garden. 

 
 To develop management practices for the areas of semi-natural 

vegetation such as the grassland and woodland that work with natural 
processes and improve amenity value and wildlife interest. 

 
 To maintain and enhance the exceptional quality and variety of native 

and ornamental trees and to bring ornamental shrub areas into active 
management. 
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 To improve the quality of all paths and create a hierarchy of routes 
within the woodland and informal parkland areas, and to ensure good 
access for the disabled. 

 
 To manage the water bodies in sympathy with the character of the 

compartments in which they lie but taking into account that they are a 
single system. Flood control measures are a priority. 

 
 To maintain good quality boundaries which contribute to the 

surrounding landscape, 
 
3.2.29 Management Prescriptions 
 
3.2.30 General Prescription and Capital Works 
 
 The following are either tasks which apply to the area as a whole or 

require standard elements which are given here to avoid repetition. 
 
 Education.  Education will play a major role in this part of the Park.  ; 

the Park divides at this point towards the town centre, Silverhill and 
Old Roar; there is good provision for parking with Harmers Layby and 
free parking along St. Helens Road.  This is a good start point for 
education/interpretation tours of the Park, involving the Friends of the 
Park and provided through our Ranger Service. 

 
 Survey.  The Upper Park was included within the tree and 

topographical survey of the whole Park prior to the restoration works. 
Within the densely planted areas, initial clearance of scrub and 
sycamore regeneration was carried out so that the positions of 
significant trees and shrubs can be accurately plotted.   

 
 Paths and Steps. The path network between Dordrecht Way and the 

Pumping Station has been fully reconstructed with DBM wearing 
course and finished with resin-bound gravel. In the remainder of the 
Park a new wearing course was applied where necessary.  

 
 Railings. The railings were replaced on the northern edge up to the 

entrance to the Rose Garden.  The railings along Dordrecht Way were 
restored to match the opposite side of the road. 

 
 Seats.  Seats have been replaced with the Edwardian design found 

elsewhere in the Park and an index of memorial seats has been 
prepared to control numbers and locations. 

 
 Signs. Signs and information points have been provided in key 

locations. They will generally be of cast iron appearance, (timber in 
the Local Nature Reserve). 
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3.2.31 Compartment Prescriptions – (Upper Park) 
 
 1: Buckshole Reservoir 
 

• Control angling so as not to conflict with local residents. 
• Commitment to the annual engineer’s report 
• Cut back overhanging vegetation at northern end and maintain 

an open scrub woodland edge and open up fishing platforms. 
• Cut rough grass edge to reservoir every year, removing all 

arisings and remove all alder growth to banks. 
• Provide erosion control to upstream dam face as required 
• Replace lower draw off valve at 2.8 metres depth 
• Take water level readings monthly and take crest level readings 

annually 
• Operate valves to draw off tower and topping controls twice 

annually 
• Control vegetation on downstream dam face in order to monitor 

for any movement/erosion. 
• Check spillway for erosion or failing stonework 

 
 2: Northern Border 

• Cut back shrubs as necessary to improve structure and access 
along path and adjacent roadside, thinning as necessary. 

• Inspect and raise or reduce crowns as appropriate to improve 
visual character and visibility. 

• Maintain ornamental shrubs by correct seasonal pruning as per 
GM contract specification 

•  
 3: The Northern Slopes 

• Regular cleaning of the channel around Dr McCabe’s Well  
• Maintain conifer planting. 
• Restructure planting to give better long-term grouping of trees by 

selective removal unwanted specimens and replanting as 
necessary. 

 
 
 4: The Woodland 

 • Thin canopy trees in favour of native species to develop better 
form and uneven age structure, removing sycamore and other 
native species and leaving glades up to 15 m across alongside 
the paths.   

 • Coppice path-side shrubs on 10-15 year cycle and reduce 
dominance of Bramble. 
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 • Chalybeate Spring to be maintained by cleaning the drain and 
scrubbing the Yorkstone path to avoid it being slippery.  

 
  
 5: The Central Edge 

• Remove regeneration of Sycamore, Birch etc. to improve 
visibility, and tree form, especially adjacent to paths. 

• Maintain Grassland by annual forage cutting. Mow remaining 
areas to parkland standard retaining areas of rough grass where 
appropriate. 

• Carry out tree works as necessary to maintain the quality of tree 
cover.  

 
6: The Covered Reservoir 
• Forage cut the bank adjacent to the reservoir in late summer, 

ensuring that all arisings are removed. (The compound is not 
owned by the Council). Monitor diversity of wildflowers, 
especially the success of wild orchids. 

 
  
 7: The Southern Edge 

• Remove selected ornamental planting and suppressed trees to 
maintain dominance of good-quality mature parkland trees. 

• Identify grassland of potential nature conservation interest and 
cut once in later summer, removing all arising. Mow the 
remaining areas to maintain a short amenity sward. 

• Spot treat invasive trees and shrubs as the need arises. 
 

 
8: The Sub-tropical Gardens 
• Seasonal bedding will be retained but with more sustainable 

planting and to a complimentary landscape design to blend in 
with the Peace Garden and surrounding landscape. 

• The shrubs in the border opposite the Rose Garden will be 
maintained to enhance the specimen trees.   

• In the corner of the bedding area the scrub around the palms will 
be removed and the adjacent border will be trimmed to show the 
foliage plants and specimen trees. 
 
 

 9: The Tennis Courts 
• The tennis courts are to be kept moss and debris free, and 

relined annually under the specification of the GM contract 
 
 10: The Stream 

• Elsewhere, carry out a specialist inspection of the stream 
channel and repair concrete and stonework as necessary. 
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3.2.32 Maintenance and Management 
 
  The following management and maintenance operations will be 

carried out in accordance with the Grounds Maintenance Contract 
specification: 

 
 

• Monthly checks on condition of drainage, seats, footpaths, 
steps, railings, signs, play area, shrubs, trees and grass.  
Damage or vandalism to be made good as and when observed. 

 
• Weekly checks on water features, removing obstructions and 

debris. 
 
• Weekly clearance and removal from site of litter on shrub beds, 

lawns, ponds, stream, paths and steps. 
 
• Dog fouling to receive weekly clearance and removal from site. 
 
• Maintenance after events to be agreed between proprietor of 

events and maintenance team. 
 
• Bi-weekly clearance and removal from site of leaf litter on ponds, 

shrub beds, lawns, paths and steps from October – February. 
 
3.2.33 Paths 
  It is expected that paths will need to be resurfaced once every 15 

years. 
 
  In woodland and parkland areas a 2 m wide strip will be kept as 

regularly-mown grass/herbaceous vegetation and low coppiced 
shrubs as appropriate.  Un-surfaced paths that become heavily worn 
will be top-dressed with freely draining material and re-graded as 
appropriate. 

 
3.2.34 Railings 
  Railings will be repainted on a rolling programme. 
 
3.2.35 Grass 
  In the formal areas of Lower Park, the grassland will be maintained as 

good quality amenity grassland as specified in the GM contract 
 
3.2.36 Trees and Shrubs 
  Parkland trees will be inspected annually and the tree works carried 

out as necessary. 
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  A detailed specification for ornamental shrub maintenance is 
incorporated into the GM Contract specification.  This will include: 

 
 • Further formative pruning of overgrown plants; 
 • Seasonal pruning of flowering shrubs and pruning to restrict spread; 
 • Weeding and making up of mulch around newly-planted shrubs. 
 
   
 
3.2.37 Woodland 
 The capital works include thinning, coppicing and clearance of glades 

alongside paths.  The main objective of annual maintenance will be to 
reduce the dominance of Brambles, and to prevent Sycamore and 
other inappropriate species regenerating in the more open areas.   
Longer-term woodland management will include a second phase of 
thinning and placing as much of the woodland within a regular 10-year 
coppicing cycle.   

 

 
Bank of spring crocus overlooking the Sub-Tropical Gardens 
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3.2.38 Area 3 – Shornden 
 

 
 
 
Management Issues 
 
3.2.39 Past and Current Management 
 

The wood is currently managed as a semi-natural area, with the main 
maintenance operations being grass cutting, play area maintenance 
and reactive tree works. 

 
Harmers and Shornden Reservoirs were managed as areas for 
drinking water supply and fenced off from the public, but now have 
been populated by a variety of wildfowl and are rich in bio-diversity. 
 
The paths consisted of gravel paths without edging and were surfaced 
with an asphalt wearing course during the 1930’s. A riven fence 
provides a boundary between the path and the reservoirs. 
 

3.2.40 Current Public Use 
 
Current public use within Shornden Wood is mainly walking, dog 
walking, children’s play and fishing. Dog walking is the most popular 
amenity use.  The route through the Park is also a valuable “green 
corridor” route linking Silverhill to St Helens Road and the Town 
Centre. See Following link 
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http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_pla
n/evidence_base/pdfs/information/GI_Study.pdf 
  
 
 

3.2.41 The Reservoirs 
 
There is no angling permitted at Shornden Reservoir, the most 
popular area for fishing is Harmers Reservoir, where the fishing 
stations have been improved, a fully accessible swim has been 
provided, suitable for people with disabilities. In some areas there is 
dense overhanging vegetation, the Upper stilling pond providing 
excellent diversity of wildlife.  
At Shornden reservoir safety measures have been taken to improve 
the dam, including removal of rank vegetation and providing good 
swards to the downstream face. Erosion control measures were 
incorporated on the upstream face below the concrete apron. 
  

3.2.42 Paths 
 
The great majority of paths within the site are those of the original 
Robert Marnock design.  It is unlikely that the woodland paths were 
originally surfaced, but the other paths were surfaced with gravel and 
later capped with asphalt.  Many of these are now in need of selective 
change and reinstatement, as are the woodland paths.   
 

3.2.43 Woodland Management 
 
The change of maintenance in recent years has allowed dense 
regeneration of brambles, sycamore and birch.  This is also found in 
clearings left by the 1987 storm.  However, there is a more significant 
challenge with the establishment of laurel, rhododendron and 
Sycamore. It is unrealistic to manage the woodland and particularly 
the shrub compartment to Victorian standards; to counter the issue, a 
strategy has been implemented which opens up and maintains the 
important views and permits healthy growth of desired species. Our 
aim should be to encourage a diversity of understorey plants, 
including wildflowers and good habitats for wildlife. 
  

3.2.44 Grassland 
 
The areas of mown grass are of an acceptable standard. 
Shornden Meadow is managed to promote wildlife and is a focus for 
volunteer groups carrying out conservation tasks. 
 
 
 
  

http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/GI_Study.pdf
http://www.hastings.gov.uk/content/planning/planning_policy/local_plan/evidence_base/pdfs/information/GI_Study.pdf
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3.2.45 Safety 
 
Changes in contours, particularly next to steps, site based risk 
assessments will identify specific hazards and the high risks mitigated 
through installing fencing or planting evergreen shrubs. 

 
The Upper Park Road route has been resurfaced (2009), attention will 
be needed to the northern path within 5 years. 
  

3.2.46 Management and Aims and Objectives 
 
3.2.47 Aim 
 
  There has been little change to the overall structure and layout of 

Shornden Wood since the 1890s.  It appears to be a woodland park 
with a strong design structure which is probably by Robert Marnock 
and restoration of the original character is compatible with present-
day use for informal recreation and nature conservation.  The overall 
aim for the compartment should therefore be the following:  

 
  Restoration of Marnock’s design of an open woodland park within the 

constraints of intensive use for informal recreation and realistic levels 
of maintenance. 

 
3.2.48 Objectives 
 
  The aim can be achieved through the following objectives: 

• Identify all of the visual relationships of the elements within 
Marnock’s design as far as is possible and carry out thinning, 
scrub clearance and tree works to restore these over a defined 
timescale. 

• Maintain the restored landscape structure to ensure that its 
character is retained and enhanced. 

• Ensure good, safe access for park users along the existing path 
network wherever physically possible. 

• Ensure good signage and a clear hierarchy of routes, open 
spaces and sitting areas. 

• Minimise conflict between pedestrians and cyclists by the layout of 
paths and tracks. 

• Incorporate nature conservation measures into management of all 
areas, but particularly the grassland SNCI. 

• Minimise risks to public health and safety by controlling vermin 
and ensuring safe access. 

• Provide improved facilities for anglers and develop improved 
management of the reservoir margins. 
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3.2.49 Compartment Prescriptions   
 
1:  Harmers Reservoir 
• Repair damage caused by anglers. 
• Maintain fishing swims 
• Repair riven fencing as required. 
• Water management 
• Clearance of overhanging vegetation 
• Replenish/level granular path dressings 
 
2:  Northern Edge 
• Maintain new planting and carry out formative pruning as 

necessary.  
• Cut back overgrown shrubs at eastern end to improve form 

and visibility.  Carry out localised thinning of shrubs and trees 
as necessary. 

 
 3:  Shornden Reservoir and Catt’s Brick Tank 
. 
•  Carry out annual reservoir safety checks, including checks to 

the earth dam and spillway.  
•  Maintain close mown sward to dam bank, no trees or dense 

vegetation are permitted.  
 
 4:  Central Woodland and Parkland 
• Clear regeneration and cut back overgrown shrubs alongside 

paths. 
• Carry out winter survey to plot structure of views. 
• Clear regeneration and cut back shrubs from principal 

viewpoints.  Repeat visual survey and continue clearance until 
original landscape structure is established. 

• Thin retained younger trees in favour of parkland species. 
• Remove regeneration and scrub on south side of Shornden 

Reservoir. 
• Thin and cut back border at southern edge on same basis as 

D1. 
• Cut back shrubs at key viewpoints regularly (5-10 yrs) to 

maintain views. 
• Mow path verges where this accords with original design. 
• Prevent sycamore and birch regeneration of flank and 

herbicide treatment as necessary. 
 
 5:  Western Scrub Woodland 
• Remove regeneration and scrub and re-introduce mowing. 
• Incorporate parkland management into mown areas to the 

east. 
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 6:  Shornden Meadow 
• Cut back scrub edge. 
• Carry out baseline survey of grassland. 
• Mow part annually in late summer, part biennially, removing all 

arisings in all cases. 
 
 7:  Newgate Wood 
• Thin woodland to produce a balance of native species, 

removing sycamore and other alien species where possible. 
• Maintain existing regime for the open areas. 
• Thin and prune roadside trees as necessary for safety. 
• Plant further appropriate species (Owen Williams list) 

 
 
 
3.2.50 Capital spending since the HLF restoration in 2004: 
 

• Peace Garden in the Upper Park, (delivered). 
A small scheme in the Upper Park provides an area for peaceful 
relaxation.  Led by a community group they secured £25k from the 
People and Places grant fund, enabled through BTCV, and have 
successfully secured a further £25K through the Round Table. 

 
• Restoration of the Grade II listed War Memorial,  

- supported by the ex. Servicemen’s Association.   
- Includes application to the Heritage Memorial Fund.  
- Project feasibility funding awarded to draw up designs, plans 

and costings.  
- Funding £120k,  (£23k Mayor’s charities and Ex. Servicemen 

Assoc. fundraising and £97k HBC capital programme). 
 

• Bid by the Friends of Alexandra Park in support of educational  
and interpretational activity within Alexandra Park. £700 secured 
through the Round Table to fund tree labelling throughout the park.. 

 
• Multi-use games area funded by Sport England constructed north of 

Dordrecht Way, opened in March 2006. Cost £80k. 
 

• Tennis courts 1/2 re-surfaced and new stop netting fence built, 
February/March 2006. 
Cost £41k. 

 
• New pre-formed concrete ditches for the bowls green and improved 

access to the pavilion, October 2005– March 2006 and Winter 
2007/08. Cost £34k. 
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• Re-surface paths from Harmers to Shornden – Summer 2008. Cost 
£130k. 

 
• Reservoir safety works carried out to Buckshole and Shornden 
 Reservoirs during 2008/09 valued at £220k. 

 
• Park depot refurbishment during 2009 valued at £220k 

 
• The Waterways Project c. £230K 
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3.2.51 Monitoring Our Success 
 

The following measures will be adopted to measure the park’s overall 
success: 
• Green Flag Award – Successful award 2015/16 
• Green Flag Heritage Award – successful award 2015/16 
• Green Flag Award – Successful award 2014/15 
• Green Flag Heritage Award – Successful award 2014/15 
• Green Flag Award – successful award 2013/14 
• Green Flag Heritage Award – successful award 2013/14 
• Green Flag Award – successful award 2012/13 
• Green Heritage Award – successful award 2012/13 
• Best Park Award – Regional award 2006/7 and 2007/08 

(unsuccessful in 2008) 
• BALI landscape management award - 2008 
• Customer satisfaction – Citizens Panel 87.7 % satisfaction rating 
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SECTION 4 

 
 

POLICIES AND ACTION PLAN 
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Policies and Action Plan reviewed 2017  
To be updated in 2015 for 2016/17 

 
 
Policy Actions 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
Commit to continual improvement 1. Review and confirm future available funding      
Enter Green Flag Award 
Enter Green Heritage Award 

1. Enter Alexandra Park annually 
2. Enter Alexandra Park annually 

     

A Welcoming Place 1. Ensure all entrances are kept free of encroaching 
vegetation. Crown lifting of trees where appropriate 

2. Ensure all entrance and interpretation signs are 
clearly legible, updated and cleaned as part of the 
quarterly inspection 

3. Bethune Way entrance to be improved with new 
planting and tree removal 

4. Maintain and improve standards of bedding displays 
at main entrance 

5. Continue to provide parking space for blue badge 
holders at Lower Park 

6.  Assess and improve access pathways through the 
park 

7. Carry out assessment and works to maintain clear 
views and vistas into the park from the roadside 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 

   Y 
 
   Y 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Healthy Safe and Secure  
1. HBC managers will determine priorities for access 

improvements based on practicability and in 
consultation with disability access groups 

2. Undertake assessment and implementation of signage 
requirements / risk assessments / paths / enforcement 
measures following cycle route decision (implemented 
by ESCC).  

3. Undertake quarterly Health & Safety Risk Assessment 
review 

4. Carry out reactive work to address issues raise in H&S 

 
Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 

 
Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 

 
Y 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 
 

 
Y 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 
 

 
Y 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 
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risk assessments 
5. Plan and adapt to the emerging Public Space 

Protection Orders 
6. Continue installation of sandstone obstacles along path 

networks to prevent vehicular damage to grass areas 
 

 
 
 

 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y Y 
 

Y 

Clean and well maintained 1. Repaint and repair railings – identify areas most in need 
2. Repaint and repair bins – identify need 
3. Asses bin replacement requirement 
4. Trial free dog bag dispensers in lower park 
5. Carry out full quality and performance monitoring with GM 

contractor of the park features 4 times p.a. 
6. Carry out calendared tasks associated with new waterway 

management plan 
 

 
Y 
Y 
Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
 

Y 
 

Y 

 
Y 
Y 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 

 
Y 
Y 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 

Sustainability  
1. Produce a plan to reduce carbon footprint year on year of 

contractor and client  
2. Programme of plant division and cultivation for the park 
3. Create new and extend existing nectar rich annual flower 

areas for biodiversity and public interest 
4. Community lead native species bulb planting in woodland 

and ghylles  
 

 
Y 
 

Y 
Y 
 
 

 
Y 
 

Y 
Y 
 

Y 

 
 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 

  

Conservation and Heritage 1. Continue maintenance schedule of structures / buildings 
with appropriate materials and colour schemes 

 
2. Use of heritage materials and furniture designs in keeping 

with the restored park 
 

3. Re-write conservation and heritage management plan 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
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Community Involvement 1. Organise and support a variety of activities through the 

HBC Sports Development and Events teams  
 

2. Attend scheduled meetings with F of AP and The 
Greenhouse Group 
 

3. Coordinate community and volunteer planting and 
conservation work task day. 

 
4.  Produce interpretive materials explaining the waterways 

management of the park. 
 

5.  Produce interpretative materials relating to the cultural 
heritage of the Park to widen people’s appreciation of the 
site. 

 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 

 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 
 

 

Marketing 1.  The Council encourage schools to visit the Park and 
undertake forestry school activity. 

  
2. Promote new cycle route through the park  

 
3. Website to be updated at least every 3 months with 

links to other relevant websites/activities. 
 

4. Promote park and items of associated interest on social 
media 

 
  

 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 

Y 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
 
 
 
 

Y 
 
 

Y 

Y 
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Management 

1. Rewrite of management and conservation plans 
 

2. Explore linking physical play activities, therefore 
increasing the play value within the Park. 
 

3. HBC to deliver two playdays p.a. 
 

4. The Council will continue to support all activities in the 
Park, which promote healthier living 
 

5. Review contractor’s risk assessments annually following 
their own in house review 
 

6. Consider electronic risk and performance management 
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5.0 References and Acknowledgements: 

 
 

 5.1. Index of reference points supporting the plan: 
• Grounds Maintenance specification (available on CD) 
• Ecological Audit document, includes management plan for 
Old Roar Ghylle and Coronation Wood LNR. 
• A comprehensive library of documents support management 
of Alexandra Park. 
 

5.2  Acknowledgements: 
Special thanks are afforded to: 
• The Heritage Lottery Fund for their financial support and  
• Virginia Hinze – English Heritage 
• CABE Space  
• The Environment Agency 
• idverde 
• TCV 
• The Friends of Alexandra Park  

 
All of whom have contributed in a variety of ways to making the 
Park what it is today. 
 

 
5.3 Review 

This management plan will be reviewed annually with reference 
to the Green Flag Judges feedback, below.  At year-end a 
progress review will be presented to the Council’s overview and 
scrutiny group.  The plan will be updated in December in 
consultation with Officers, Contractors, Members and the 
Friends of the Park. 
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Green Heritage Site 2016 
 
 
Name of Site: Alexandra Park 
Managing Organisation: Hastings Borough Council  
 
 
Desk Assessment Feedback 
 

Criteria  
 

Strengths Recommendations  Actions Taken (HBC) 

Presentation of 
conservation plan, e.g. 
quality of green space 
conservation plan 
 
 
 

 
Very well structured and well 
informed management plan 

 
The plan is coming to an end looking 
forward to see the review and long 
term vision for this site. Could not 
find an timescale for the provision of 
the new management plan. 

The conservation plan is now under 
annual review and has gone through 
a further editing and refining process 
with HBC and idverde working in 
partnership to achieve this. It is 
proposed that the final management 
plan will be presented at the 2018/19 
submission. 

Strategic & policy 
background 
 
 

 
Clear strategic direction has been 
given for the upkeep of Alexandra 
park 
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Community involvement 
& marketing 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A great variety of stakeholders 
are involved in the upkeep of this 
park lots of difference uses but it 
is not impacting on the delivery.  

  

Green space 
management, e.g. 
training, advisors 
 
 
 
 

 
Good overall plan with further 
details in the Alexandra 
management plan 

 
Consideration should be given in the 
new management plan how it is 
going to deal with the increase of 
park users and the decrease of 
finances to run the parks. 

The GM budget has remained 
constant, and there are no current 
indications that finances to run the 
parks will change in the next two 
years. There is firm commitment in 
the corporate plan to ‘maintain and 
enhance the quality of our green 
spaces’. 
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Field Assessment Feedback 
 

Criteria  
 

Strengths Recommendations   

Good conservation 
standards 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Overall standards for 
conservation are high. 

 
Keep up the good work 

 

Historic features given 
prominence 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A variety of historic features in 
this park are given great attention 
without taking over the focus of 
the overall park.  

 
Love to know what the chimney 
structure is for on the southside of the 
park.  

The chimney structure is the vent pipe 
for the Southern Water Drainage 
channel under the lawn. 

Restoration / re-creation 
of historic features 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Great care is taken with the 
current water improvement works 
that the bridges are kept in the 
same style as the rest of the park. 
Furniture in the park looks all very 
authentic. 

 
When the opportunity arises that 
planting is coming up for renewal it 
might be worth while to consider some 
historic planting schemes for future 
generations to admire. 

Comment duly noted. Annual 
replanting and gapping up is always 
sympathetic to the themes of the park 
and historic photos and postcards 
have been examined in an attempt to 
recreate historic bedding displays. 

Historic features intact & 
in use 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the time that we visited we 
seen the bandstand used for one 
to one fitness training, a  school 
visit and just to relax.   

  

Historic features 
integrated into cultural 
events 
 
 
 
 

 
Prove is in place that historic 
events take place in the park in 
keeping with the modern 
requirements. 
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Historic leisure & sports 
facilities in use & 
maintained 
 
 
 
 

 
All sports facilities are in use. 
Tennis and bowling green look in 
reasonable condition, 

 
Consider the provision of some new 
markings for the tennis if budgets 
allow.  

The tennis courts should be re lined 
annually as part of the GM contract 
specification 

Information available & 
evidence that historic 
features are enjoyed by 
the public 
 
 
 

 
Sufficient evidence provided that 
the historic features are enjoyed 
by the public. 

  

Landscape / views not 
fragmented 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The landscape view of this park is 
well laid out and interesting. Good 
to see how local issues as 
overhanging plants from the bog 
garden are being retained by 
some fencing.  

  

Horticultural displays 
contribute to historic 
character 
 
 

 
With the pressure of budgets it 
was nice to see innovative ways 
of plant choice for the war 
memorial. Good to see that some 
bedding display is still part of the 
park and the rose garden looks 
very smart. 
 
 

  

Continuity in historic 
horticultural collections 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the formal park great effort are 
made to have historic collections 
in place. 

 
Consider future tree planning for the 
park to avoid  having a one generation 
plants age. Currently you have a 
range of mature and young trees and 
it would be good to see that is 
maintained for the future to provide 
the historic connections and interest. 

Section updated detailing new tree 
planting, and guidance from Dr. Owen 
Johnson 

Retain / replace detailing    
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on buildings & other 
infrastructure 
 
 
 
 

  

New / replacement 
features conserve or 
enhance historic 
character and 
appearance 
 
 

 
New features in the park are in 
keeping with the historic 
appearance of the park.  
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Green Flag Award 2016 
 

Name of Site: Alexandra Park 
Managing Organisation: Hastings Borough Council 
 
 

 

Desk Assessment Feedback (Management Plan and supporting documentation) 

 

  

 
Criteria  
  

Strengths  Recommendations  Actions Taken (HBC) 

Presentation  
 
 
 

 
A very comprehensive management plan with 
all the information needed to manage the park 
efficiently. 
 
 
 
 

 
Consider having the 
management open to the 
public we couldn’t locate it on 
the Hastings Web site. 
Consider having an annual 
update on progress. 

 
IT issues at the time did not 
allow the plan to be put on the 
site – The 2017 – 2027 plan 
will be made available on line. 
HBC and idverde (Current 
contractors)  now in place in 
December to review entire 
plan 

Health, Safety 
& Security 
 

Well set out guidelines to achieve outcomes. 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Maintenance of 
equipment, 
buildings  
& landscape 

 
Very detailed descriptions of the maintenance 
of the buildings and the landscapes. 
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Litter, 
cleanliness, 
vandalism    
 
 

 
Great care is taken to minimise litter and 
managing cleanliness of the park.  

 
Keep it up. Like the pro-active 
approach to dog fouling. 

 

Environmental 
Sustainability 
 
 

The management plan is light on the 
environmental sustainability however the 
hyper link to the Environmental sustainability 
policy provide good informative smart 
objectives. 
 
 
 
 

 The inclusion of the new 
Waterways plan aims to 
provide detail of the 
importance of the park for 
environmental sustainability for 
the town as a whole 

Conservation 
of 
heritage & 
nature 
 
 

This is very well covered in the heritage 
management plan 

The biodiversity information is 
a bit light on detail. 

Biodiversity is currently being 
measured as part of the new 
waterways scheme and the 
results will be available to the 
public in the park via 
information boards in 2017/18; 
to be updates in the following 
management plans 

Community 
Involvement 
 
 

 
A lot of activity evidence in place for this park. 
Good to see such a range of activities, sports 
and entertainment in this park.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

Marketing 
Strategy 
 
 

 
Most points of the marketing for this park are 
well covered and the social media pages are 
up to date. 
 

  

Overall 
management 
 

 
This management plan has been around for a 
while and has proven to be a working 

 
Interesting to see when the 
new management plan is 

The plan is now under annual 
review and has gone through a 
further editing and refining 
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document.  
 
 
 
 
 

going to be produced and if 
there are changes in the 
layout. 

process with HBC and idverde 
working in partnership to 
achieve this. It is proposed 
that the final management plan 
will be presented at the 
2018/19 submission 

Additional comments  
.  
The tree management for the park is not well covered. Especially with the knowledge that there are 
some very special trees in the park and look forward to a more in depth explanation how the 
current and future tree stock is managed. Please see updated tree management section with 
details of new trees planted and tree walk leaflet  
 
The playground inspections are detailed in the management plan but the risk assessment is a bit 
light. Needs more detail? Do ROSPA do an independent inspection? Yes – all of HBC’s play areas 
have an annual RoSPA inspection 
 
Weils disease – pest control is mentioned in the management plan but not in the risk assessment. 
There is now a link to the HBC website which references Weil’s Disease.  
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Field Assessment Feedback 

 
 
Criteria  Strengths  Recommendations 

  
Actions Taken (HBC)  

A Welcoming 
Place 
 
 
 

 
The park has many different entrances and the 
feel of them are all in-keeping with the feeling of 
the park. It is a great gem to have the variety of 
formal and informal parts of the park flowing 
seamlessly. It is like a green diamond in the 
middle of Hastings 
 

 
With such a high well used 
park make sure you are 
able to keep up the high 
standards you have set for 
the park. It is worth it. 

 

Healthy, Safe  
and Secure 
 
 

 
The Park feels very safe. The planting is being 
kept low in places to provide the clear views.  
 
 
 
 

  

Clean and  
Well Maintained 
 
 

 
It is always difficult to make sure that a park is 
litter free and that is not easy with public 
pressure but evidence of litter lingering was not 
present in our visit and we were very impressed 
with the dog fouling as the voluntary scheme is 
definatly paying off as we couldn’t spot any dog 
fouls on our visit. 
 
 
 

 
Keep up this high standard 
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Sustainability 
 
 
  

 
Efforts are made to reduce peat use. A 
succession of planting was visible in the park.T 
he in-house green waste recycling system is 
very interesting and not only a  very good 
sustainable issue it must produce savings as 
well. 
 
 

 
Make sure you know what 
happens with your waste 
products.  

Waste issues now 
explained further in plan. 
There is a dedicated leaf 
collection facility producing 
leaf mould at northern end 
of upper park; woody and 
grass materials are 
composted at the Fairlight 
Place Farm (HBC) facility 
as part of the closed loop 
recycling requirement of 
the GM contract. 
Non green waste is 
processed at the local 
refuse facility for sorting 
and recycling  

Conservation 
and Heritage 
 
  

 
The conservation of this park is very good and 
all the buildings, furniture is in keeping. It is also 
remarkable that you are able to have a friends 
group dedicated to restore the old council 
greenhouses. It is great to see that the 
floodlights are hidden in the bandstand without 
causing too many conservation issues 
 
 
 
 

 
In the past information of 
the park designer was on 
display in the park and it 
might be something that 
could be considered for 
visitors of the park 

There is extensive 
information regarding 
Marnock and other 
heritage and conservation 
information in the Café, the 
shelter and at the main 
entrance on Bethune Way 

Community 
Involvement 
 
  

 
This park has a great community involvement 
and just because they couldn’t make it on the 
day to meet us the evidence of their work was 
very well present. 
 
 
 
 

  

Marketing Clear signage in the park and brochures are   
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kept up to date. The informative signs 
explaining about the water improvement work 
are very good. 
 
 
 
 
 

Management 
 
 
  

 
It seems that the relationship with the contractor 
and the client is very good and the mutual 
understanding of this result in a very well 
managed park.  
 
 
 
 

 
Looking forward to see the 
extensive water 
management work to be 
reflected in the new 
management plan. 

The Waterways Project is 
now explained in the 
management plan 
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Additional Comments  
 
This is a well managed well maintained park. You are doing an excellent job. 
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